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VYOUR TRANSFORMERS 
ON A "PROVE -IT- FIRST" BASIS 

PLATE TRANSFORMER SHOWN 
(I to r) WITH POWER, FILAMENT, 

CHOKE, DRIVER, FILAMENT AND 
SMALLER PLATE TRANSFORMERS 

ALL BUILT TO MIL -1-17 SPECIFICA- 
TIONS HERMETICALLY SEALED 

It's a good feeling, when you order a quantity of 
GRAMER Transformers, to know that each unit is 
physically and electrically in keeping with your speci- 
fications. This is usually achieved by first arranging for 
a production sample GRAMER Transformer (hermeti- 
cally sealed to MIL -T -27 Government specifications, 
or one of open type construction). Such procedure per- 
mits putting your GRAMER production sample to any 
test in your electrical equipment. Precision manufactur- 
ing assures physical and electrical correctness, uniform- 
ity for easy assembly and substantial savings on your 
quantity orders. 

POWER TRANSFORMER 
SHOWS CONSTRUCTION 
BEFORE PUTTING IN 
STEEL CASE. BUILT 
TO MIL SPECIFICATIONS. 

FILAMENT 
AUDIO 

TRANSFORMERS 

FILTER REACTORS 

ISOLATION -STEP -UP 
STEP -DOWN 

TRANSFORMERS 

WINDINGS 

One good Turn -or o Million 

A M E R SEND 

SPECIFICATIONS TRANSFORMER 
C O R P O R A T I O N 
2734 N. PULASKI ROAD CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS 
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44. . Nearly nine out of 
each ten of our employees 

are ... participating in 

The Payroll Savings Plan." 

E. J. HANLEY 
President, Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corporation 

"Systematic Savings offer the surest means of future security and we know 
of no better systematic savings plan than that (lorded by payroll deduction 
purchases of U.S. Defense Bonds. Nearly nine out of each ten of our em- 

ployees are helping their country while they save by participating in this plan." 

There are three easily understood reasons why 88% 

of Allegheny Ludlum's 14,378 employees are enrolled 
in the Payroll Savings Plan: 

2 

the recognition by Mr. Hanley and his associ- 
ates of the Payroll Savings Plan as a major con- 

tribution to America's Defense effort ... an im- 

portant, stabilizing factor in our national econ- 
omy ... a road to personal security for Allegheny 
Ludlum employees. 

Allegheny Ludlum's person -to- person canvass 
of employees, which put an application blank for 

the Payroll Savings Plan in the hands of every 
man and woman on the company payroll. 

the patriotism and sound sense of the Allegheny 
Ludlum employees who know that every dollar 
they invest each month in U.S. Defense Bonds is 

a double duty dollar - it helps to keep America 
strong ... it builds personal security for the 
employee. 

If employee participation in your Payroll Savings Plan 
is less than 50% ... or if you are one of the relatively 
few industrial companies that does not have a Payroll 
Savings Plan, phone, wire or write today to Savings 
Bond Division, U. S. Treasury Department, Suite 700, 

Washington Building, Washington, D.C. You will get 

all the assistance you may need to place your company 
among the thousands of companies that have 60, 70, 

80%, even 88% participation in the Plan That Protects. 

The U. S. Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury De- 

partment thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and 

TELEVISION ENGINEERING 
TeleVision Engineering. Drcenih.r. 1951 
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LEWIS WINNER, Editor 

December, 1951 

Men. ilicrouaves and TV*--- When. on that memo- 
rable evening in September. the eyes of millions on the 
east coast sped across the county to the San Francisco 
Auditorium to see that historic telecast. the thrill en- 
veloped not Dolt Mr. and Mrs. America. but that sparkling 
f;tnìit of sriinti-ts and technicians who made the miracle 
possiI le. Forty -odd months ago the link had been just a 
challenging idea on a slip of paper. In the late summer. 
the plan roared to life ... truly a glowing tribute to those 
who conceived this brilliant program. 

The installation was an exhausting one. Men had to 
work in deserts. hills and valleys, in jeeps and on foot. 
looking for the best routes and most suitable hilltops. Men 
had to dig in the blistering heat of the sumiller sun in 
the San Joaquin Valley-. and fight raging winter blizzards 
in the Sierra. in the biting wind. mien had to mount 
poles and install cables for alarm and other special pur- 
poses. Steep ridges had to be climbed to install inter- 
mediate stations. Towering ranges had to be sealed to 
prepare for other signal -stop housings. 

The long trek to the Pacific coast was arduous. but 
not trying. For everyone knew that when this epic jolt 
was done. the results would more than compensate for 
the effort. 

No one will forget this unmatchable exhibition of 
organization and teamwork. ingenuity and ability. and 
the stubborn determination to see a big job well done and 
on time. 

Truly, few accomplishments have contributed so much 
to the pageant of progress as this sterling feat, which can 
be called the outstanding event of the year! 

With apologies to M. D. Walkup, general plant manager, Bell Telephone 
stem. northern California and Nevada area. 

Subscription TV -As the erp's hit new highs. the day 
of the freeze -end approaches. and the possibilities of many. 
many new stations come into sharper focus, TV appears 
to be destined for a bright future. But there looms one 
major problem . . . programming. For when programs 
become weak. as they have on too many occasions, viewers 
disappear. interest in TV wanes. and everyone up and 
down the line, including setmakers, transmitter manufac- 
turers and show folk. all begin to suffer. 

it has been readily admitted that TV is a devouring 
devil engulfing talent and energy. Films, staggered pro- 
duction programs. educational forums. revivals, have 
been offered as solutions to this omnivorous problem, and 
have helped considerably. Subscription TV has been sug- 
gested on many occasions as the ultimate solution. 

Those in favor of box -office TV have offered very con - 
%incing arguments in its behalf. They have pointed out 
that only through this type of consumer prepayment will 
it he possible to continue offering of programs which 
will attract and hold viewers. Admitting that sponsors 
have paid enormous sums for programs, box-office TV 
believers state that advertisers will be unwilling to con- 
tinue, and perhaps unable to continue, paying for the 
types of programs which will hold viewers. 

According to one set manufacturer. currently sponsor- 
ing one type of sultsriptinn TV. the prepaid service would 
add inuueasuraII to the market potentials of those pro- 
ducing chassis. accessories and even equipment for trans- 
mitting systems. 

'I'he establishment of subscription TV on a commercial- 
service basis has already been proposed to the Commis- 
sion. Out on the Pacific coast. KTLA has been authorized 
to conduct experiments with a telemeter or coin -type sys- 
tem. which requires coin deposits for preferred programs. 

During the next twelve months. subscription TV might 
become quite a dominant factor in TV programming. and 
introduce a unique era in our way of life. 

Radar and TV -At the close of Vi'orld War II. the world 
learned of a scientific marvel that helped so much to doom 
the enemy . . . radar. Its possibilities in peacetime for 
air and sea traffic control were acclaimed. and soon 
harbors and vessels were equipped w ith the restless eyes 
of this unique medium to pierce fog and darkness. Civi- 
lian plane services also began using these roving scanners 
in the sky and on the land. and niain others found y it al 
uses. too. for this wonderful tool. 

Today. radar has become the key not only to foolproof 
navigation. but the accurate control of an assortment of 
equipment. particularly the endless stream of land, sea 
and air military apparatus. Like its picture -tube ally, TV, 
it provides a visual. moving. instantaneous record, and 
offers. through the medium of radio echoes, graphic 
presentations of range and bearing on a 'scope screen. 

As the defense program swings into high gear. radar 
once more has become a priority item on the research and 
production front. Already there have appeared striking 
developments. as a result of these accelerated assignments 
-developments which will play quite a role in not only 
preserving the peace. but enriching our civilian economy. 

Although many of the developments are of a secret 
nature. there are many aspects which can be described, 
and should be detailed in the scientific press to stimulate 
further interest in the art. As a service to our readers, 
TELEVISION ENGINEERING will hereafter present a con- 
tinuing report on radar, covering all facets of the science. 
To illustrate, there have been scheduled for future issues, 
articles on ... the present and future of the radar antenna 
and servo field: opportunities for obtaining contracts and 
subcontracts; facilities and personnel required; design and 
manufacture of radar antennas; organization of produc- 
tion personnel; wave -guide selection: design and manu- 
facture of servo systems. Also to be described are radar 
beacons, echo measurements. target control, etc. Of course, 
all other phases of the TV art. including the veryhighs and 
ultrahighs. on the research. development. production, man- 
agement and broadcasting fronts, will continue to receive 
featured attention in TELEVISION ENGINEERING. in every 
issue. 

It is hoped that these analyses will serve to excite new 
interest in this comparatively new field, and further its 
value in the military and consumer world. -L. 'W. 
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Down and Up Consumer Allotments: The availability 
of critical materials for consumer use in '52. scheduled to 
drop in the first half to the lowest point since the inauguration 
of the defense program. will rise considerably in the July- 
December period. when NPA expects the shortages of the key 
metals to begin to ease Notwithstanding the sharp 
reduction in allotments, it is hoped that the essential needs 
of the market will be met during the first six months, through 
current inventories and application of conservation practices. 
... In making up the allotment program for civilian produc- 
tion, about 80 categories of consumer end products were 
divided into two groups. In group one were included those 
items which are relatively essential for maintaining a standard 
of living. Radio and TV were included in this classification. 
The second group involve less essental products. such as 

pianos. smoking accessories. etc.... The allotment schedule 
for groups one and two, as well as passenger cars and trucks. 
in relation to military needs. are illustrated in the chart 
below. 

Selenium Cell Shortage Looms: Two factors may serve 
to curtail selenium- .stack production, according to industry 
reps who appeared recently before NPA. They involve the 
possible increased military requirements for these metallic 
rectifiers. and a shortage of basic materials. It was pointed 
out that the shortage of materials could be relieved by direct- 
ing a substantial supply of commercial -grade selenium front 
the glass industry, where it is employed for coloring, to the 
refiners of high- purity grade selenium. The importance of 
nickel, required to insure quality selenium coating. was also 
discussed at the session. It was said that only 30 tons are 
needed annually, and every effort should be made to provide 
this small allocation- since nickel is an important preservative 
and agent in preventing rectifier failures. ... In the mean- 
while. industry is operating under a temporary allocation 
order which it is hoped will be lifted soon. 

Barium Titanate Seen As Tube Substitute: 
The possibility that barium titanate may replace tithes as 

amplifiers- was indicated recently in a Signal Corps develop- 
ment report. covering the use of the material at high fre- 
quencies. Known for its excellent piezoelectric properties 
and its widespread use for phono pickups, the ceramic was 
described as having a high- dielectric constant which varied 
with applied oc, introducing amplification possibilities. It 
was also found that the titanate had interesting memory char- 
acteristics which might be useful in TV circuitry. 

Tons of Canadian Alu um on Wav: The nation's 
critically-short supply of aluminum is expected to be auf 

mented by over 22- million pounds of industry's precious metal 
from Canada. which is being diverted to this country by 
Great Britain... . The aluminum will become available at 

the rate of over 4- million pounds monthly for five months.... 
were it not for this added supply. it would be necessary to 
reduce the minimum aluminum allotments for the first quarter 
from the present 20 per cent to 10 per cent of the base 
period use Unquestionably. this unique arrangement 
will mean the difference between survival and disaster for 
many small business firms. who would have found it impos- 
sible to exist on the reduced allocations originally scheduled 
for the first quarter. 

Rubber Plastics Developed: A new class of rubber - 
resin blends. directly usable in low -cost injection molding 
and extrusion -processing methods. has been developed. Ac- 
cording to the developers of the resin. the material should 
be excellent for television tube masks, since it has excellent 
electrical characteristics. and is easy to forni on low -cost 

tooling. Other uses suggested were for wire spools and as 

coatings where oil and water resistance are necessary. 

Atomized Magnesium Powder: Magnesium alloys now 
can he formed by a metallic -powder compressing process 
which consists of mixing atomized magnesium powder with 
powder of the alloying metals and extruding tilt powdered 
mixture, resulting in extremely high -strength material and 
providing new compositions not obtainable by the conventional 
melting and casting process. 

Compatible Color TV Field Tests: During the next 
few months in New York, Philadelphia. Chicago, Syracuse and 
Washington. the NTSC color signal will be aired for evalua- 
tion purposes. According to the specifications issued by the 
committee. the color -subcarrier frequency will be 3.898125 - 

me. ±.001 per cent. and the maximum rate of change is not 

expected to exceed 1/3 cycles per second. The horizontal 
scanning frequency will he 2/495 times the color subcarrier 
frequency. corresponding to 15.750 cps. The bandwidth as- 

signed to the modulated subcarrier will extend to at least 

1 me at 6-db attenuation below the color subcarrier fre- 
quency. and to at least .4 me at 6 -db attenuation above the 
color subcarrier frequency. The power of the aural signal 
transmitters will be not less than 50 per cent. nor more 

than 150 per cent of the peak power of the visual signal 
transmitters.... Those expected to participate in the test are 

G.E.. Du%tont. RCA. Hazeltine and Philco. 

The allotment schedule of steel, copper and aluminum for the first quarter of '52, the dotted 
area covering allocations for the military, which will be quite substantial not only for the first 

three months, but up until about July. 

STEEL 
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The antenna lab being constructed by 

Workshop Associates in Natick, Mass., which 

will not only provide facilities for the study of 

antenna characteristics, but for the design and 

production of the various models to be probed. 
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New Posts: C. J. Luten has been appointed editor of Sy / 
rania A ews,succeeding Robert A. Penfield who has been pro- 
moted and named advertising and sales promotion supervisor. ... Max Baume has been appointed manager of the sound 
department of the Hudson Radio and Trlevisiun Corp. .. . 

Robert T. !'envoyer, formerly manager of the G. E. Buffalo 
tube works. has been named manager of the newly- established 
tube department advanced manufacturing section at Schenec- 
tady. Harry R. Hemmings. formerly purchasing supervisor 
for picture tubes at the G. E. Electronics Park plant. has 
succeeded l'ennuyer.... Dr. Gaylord P. Barnwell, chairman. 
department of physics. University of Pennsylvania. has been 
appointed chairman of the committee on ordnance of the 
research and development board. Department of Defense... . 

William Carlin has been appointed manufacturing manager 
of the picture tube division of the Allen B. Du Mont Labs. 
succeeding Frank Beldowski. . . . Leigh A. Brite, formerly 
chief electronics engineer of the USAF security service. 
Brooks Field. Texas. has been appointed director of research 
and development for the Transmitter Equipment Manufac- 
turing Co.. Inc.... Dr. J. Q. McRae, Bell Telephone Labs. 
has been named chairman of a group on transitors which has 
been organized by the research and development board of 
the Department of Defense. tu establish sound policies for 
the development and functional application of transitors by 
the armed services. Others named tu the hoard were: E. Fin- 
ley Carter, Sylvania; Dr. E. W. Engstrom, RCA Labs; Dr. 
I. A. Getting, Raytheon; Dr. A. G. Hill, MIT; and G. F. 
Metcalf, G. E. Military service. members are: Colone/ Cary 
J. King, office. Chief Signal Office; Colone/ George F. Moyna- 
han, office of the Assistant Chief of Staff. Department of the 
Army; James M. Bridges. Bureau of Ordnance: Charles L. 
Stec, Bureau of Ships; H. Y. Noble, Wright Air Development 
Center. Dayton: and Dr. E. If-. Samson, Air Force Cam- 
bridge Research Center.... H. K. Pritchard has been named 
manager of general purpose transformer sales: J. P. Coughlin 
bas been appointed manager of aircraft and electronic trans - 
tornnr sales: and A. E. Rowe has been named manager of 
lighting component sales of the G. E. specialty 'transformer 
and ballast department.... George I. Long. formerly assist- 
ant sire president of Wells Fargo Bank and Union Trust Co. 
of San Francisco. has been elected vice president and general 
manager of Ampex Electric C. Long will headquarter ai 
Redwood City. Calif.... Leo G. Sands. formerly director of 

Harold S. Stamm 

H. B. Fancher 

L. A. Brite 

C. 1. Loten 
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public relations and advertising for Bendix Radio. ha- been 

appointed general sales manager at Bogue Electric Manufac- 
turing Co.... LeRoy Schenck, W. C. Hendrickson. Howard 
Fairbanks. Myers and Young. Frank If ed less and Mel Foster. 
have been named reps for the National Video Corp. . . . 

Patrick E. Sullivan has been appointed assistant manager of 
the Buffalo tube works of G. E.... Harold S. Stamm has 

been appointed manager of advertising and sales promut' 
of the RCA tube department.. .. If i!liano J. Mor lock has 
been named general manager for commercial equipment 
activities of G. E.'s commercial and government equipment 
department.... H. A. Williams has been appointed manager 
of the electronic components division of the Stackpole Carbon 
Company. St. Marys. Pa.... Dr. Lan Jen Chu is now director 
of research for The Gabriel Company. Cleveland. Dr. Chu 
is associate professor of electrical engineering at MIT... . 

Dr. Irving Vol has been named director of research for the 
RCA Laboratories Division. Dr. D. H. Ewing is now director 
of research services at the lab. Other promotions on the lab 
staff were: E. 11-. Herold. director of radio tube research lab; 
G. H. Brown, director of systems research laboratory: and 
R. S. Holmes. director of contract research lab.... H. Brain - 
ard Fancher and Clare C. Lusher have been appointed man- 
ager of engineering and manager of manufacturing. respec- 
tively. for commercial equipment products of the G. E. com- 
mercial and government equipment department irthur 
Richenthal has been elected secretary of Standard Coil Pro- 
ducts Cu.. Inc.... Caul E. Scholz lias been elected vice pres- 
ident and chief engineer of the American Cable and Radio 
Corp. . . . Larry LeKashman, former advertising and sales 
promotion manager of the tube department of RCA. has been 

appointed vice president of Electra -Voice. Buchanan. Mich. 
..... . K. Neff is now sales manager of the electronic com- 
ponents division of the Stackpule Carbon Company. St. 
Marys. Pa. U. E. Gerber has been appointed assistant to the 
sales manager.... John Gilmer Twist has been apt ted sales 
manager of the capacitor division of Sangamn Electric Co.. 
located at 11a ' . 111' .. Twist has served as assistant sales 
manager of the division during the past five years.... Louis 
Martin has been named to a newly created post of general 
sales manager of Standard Coil Products Cu. Inc.. Chicago, 
Los Angeles and Bangor. Michigan. Martin was formerly 
with General Instrument Corp.. where he was general sales 
manager of the Elizabeth and Sickles divisions. 

H. A. Williams 

Arthur Bichenthal 

John G. Twist 

George 1. Long 

Louis Martin 

Dr. Lan ten Chu 
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UHF and VHF STATION 

Figure 2 (right) 
Floor plan for 1 -kw uhf station showing the approximate sise 
and location of major components in a total area of about 900 
square feet. 

- 
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THE PLANNING of A T% station has 
been found to involve the consideration 
of many unusual factors, since unlike 
AM or FM systems, featuring audio 
only, there is the additional problem of 
video and its allied requirements. Ac- 
cordingly. many broadcasters entering 
TV have felt the need for a careful 
evaluation of not only the pure techni- 
cal aspects. but the program opera- 
tional phases which night be handled 
with a minimum investment in equip- 
ment and technical manpower. Of 

Figure I (left) 
Model layout of a basic -buy station employing a 1 -kw uhf 
transmitter. With the film facilities and announce -booth pro - 
vided, network, film, slides, spots and remotes are possible. ; I { 
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course, the simplest and most inexpen- 
sive type of television station to equip 
would be one that would use network 
programs entirely. However, in such a 
station there would he no means for 
presenting essential local advertising 
material. Thus. the simple and practi- 
cal stat' is one which could present 
local film programs interspersed with 
network. or one using film alone (de- 
pendent upon the station's location 
with respect to network facilities). 

To provide adequate programming 

Figure 
Block diagram (in one foot squares) of basic -buy package which provides the 

equipment necessary to start operation with minimum investment. 
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facilities for this type of operation, 
there has been designed and produced 
a fundamental equipment package. 

With the minimum equipment sup- 
plied in this package five different types 
of programs may be broadcast: (11 

Network by coax cable; (2) remote 
signals; (3) local film program from 
16 -mm projectors; 141 local slide pro- 
jection animated program. and (i I test 
pattern from a monoscope. 

The advertising or commercial func- 
tion can be of local or network origin. 

The equipment package consists of a 

film camera chain,' master monitor.- two 
16-min film projectors; a slide projector. 
multiplexer, monoscope camera, studio 
synchronizing generator." audio -video 
switching console." two stabilizing am- 
plifiers. two turntables, microphones, 
transmitter. antenna. audio equipment, 
and miscellaneous accessories such as 

power supplies. 
The transmitter furnished in the 

package will. of course, depend upon 
the individual station's power and 
frequency requirements (uhf or vhf ). 
All other equipment items in the pack- 
age with the possible exception of an- 
tenna and transmission line remain the 
same for any TV station. regardless of 
power. 

Station Layouts 

The building or plant space required 
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Basic Equipment Layouts 
by L. E. ANDERSON and W. O. HADLOCK 

F.n_in,.rin l'lurt. Dept.. R.C.A. 

Plans, Featuring Use of Centralized- Control Consoles for One -Man Operation. 
Designed for TV Stations Planning to Start Operation Without Live Talent Studios. 

Figure 4 

Model layout of 10 -kw basic -buy station: uhf or vhf. In this 
set -up. the console is separated to form a U arrangement, 
with monitors at left, and the audio -video sections in center. 

and turntables at right. 

Figure 5 (right) 
Floor plan of 10 -kw uhf layout showing the alternate U 
console arrangement and location of components. AU equip- 
ment is located in a space of approximatelyy 1100 square feet; 

each square represents approximately one foot. 

:\ Rt'.\ 'l'TI'lttlq transmitter. 

to accommodate the station equipment 
will vary with such factors as: the size 
and power of the transmitter; particu- 
lar arrangement of individual units; 
space or clearance planned between 
equipment units; number of rooms de- 
sired. and plans for future expansion. 

Because of these variables in plan- 
ning. considerable latitude in TV sta- 
tion arrangement is expected- ranging 
from very compact to roomy layouts. 

1 Kw (UHF) Layout 

A model layout and compa floor 
plan of a basic station employing a 

1 -kw uhf transmitter appears in Figures 
1 and 2. For cities where only uhf 
channels are available, this arrange- 
ment with a uhf antenna will provide 
powers up to 20 kw erp. 

This arrangement of equipment oc- 

cupies a space of 900 square feet and 
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provides network. film. spot and station 
break facilities. In this particular set- 

up, the in -line control console is cen- 

trally located in front of the transmit- 
ter. with equipment racks at left, turn- 
tables. and announce studio at right. 
and film facilities at the rear. Many 
broadcasters may prefer to enclose the 
film projectors. multiplexer and film 
camera in a separate room. This can 

be done without increasing the space 
requirements and is recommended from 
an operational standpoint. 

Broadcasters planning to increase uhf 
power at a later date with 10 -kw add -on 

amplifiers should plan to allow more 
space or decrease the size of the an- 

nounce studio and engineering work- 
shop. Another possible arrangement 
would be to locate the announce booth 
in one corner of the film room if a 

single combination room is desired. the 
announce booth being equipped with a 

utility monitor' and located so that vis- 

'RCA T11f2B. 

aal cue can be given from the control 
console position. 

10 Kw Layout, UHF or VHF 

In Figures 4 and 5 appear a layout 
and floor plan for a 10 -kw vhf trans- 
mitter and associated components 
which result in a slightly larger room. 
While the Figure 4 view shows the use 

of a 10 -kw vhf transmitter, the over -all 
layout size is equally suitable for ac- 
commodating a 10 -kw uhf transmitter 
which is approximately 30" longer. 
This can be accomplished, as shown in 
the floor plan of Figure 5. by use of a 

slightly different space arrangement for 
the engineering workshop. 

In either case, all items are accom- 
modated in an over -all space of approx- 
imately 1.100 square feet. The side - 
hand filter and diplexer can be located 
directly behind the transmitter as 

shown in the floor plan. or at the left 
behind the transmitter. The 10 -kw 
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Figure 6 

Simplified schematic diagram showing operation and system arrangement cf 
basic -buy equipment. 

I'reamp. turntable and microphone. 
Program amplifier f., network .mi! 
m icropl circuits. 

l' - Monitoring amplifier. 
!t Limiting amplifier. 

Figure 7 

Closeup view of the four console sections and associated control panels which are located on 
turrets and on sloping dish surfaces. 

Figure 8 

Detailed layout showing the location of console sections as well as controls, meters 
and switches provided. 
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transmitter employed in this arrange- 
ment can provide power up to 100 kw 
erp. by utilizing a high -gain antenna. 

Film facilities are provided for sta- 

tion breaks and spots during network 
hours. Although not shown in the lay- 
out. the announce booth may be located 
separately or combined with the film 
room as described in the 1 -kw oh! lay- 
out. 

Another variation from the 1-kw oh¡ 
layout is the block 1/ arrangement of 
the control console and turntables. 
In this setup. the operator would face 
the audio video console' and transmit- 
ter. Monitors and equipment racks are 
accessible at the left and turntables at 

the right. 

Centralised Control Console 

Smooth performance is made possible 
to a large extent by the proper group- 
ing of important controls to stake them 
easily accessible to the operator; using 
the audio - video switching console' 

t which consists tif two standard console 
sections) pins one film cantera control 
and one master monitor'= mounted in 
standard console sections. These four 
console sections arranged in -line (with 
the audio -video switching console sec- 

tions in the center) form a unified con- 
sole. Titis console. when coupled with 
a film camera control. forms a nucleus 
of a complete television stag opera- 
tion. and may be used by small and 
large stations. 

Filin Camera Control .Section 

The section al the extreme left of the 
console. required to house the film cam- 
era control unit. features. in the upper 
part of the console section. a master 
monitor° which has a ten -inch picture 
tube and a five -inch cro tube. In the 
lower portion of the housing is the film 
camera control chassis. It supplies the 
blanking and driving signals to the film 
cantera and reproduces a picture gen- 
erated by the film camera. Controls for 
the adjustment of picture levels and 
shading are located on the sloping desk 
panel of this console section. The film 
camera control is located at the left end 
Id' the audio -video console for conve- 
nience of operation. However, the unit 
may be removed from this position if 
desired. and placed at another location 
without disturbing the functions of the 
remainder of this switching console. 

l'ileo Control 

The video pushbuttons on the audio - 
video console provide a means of select- 
ing any one of eight signals. such as 
film. studio. monoscope. remotes or net- 
work for transmission. In addition, by 
using the lock -in switch on the left side 
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Figure 9 

Closeup of audio video and remote -control 
panels. 

of Ille panel. remain audio and video 
signals may Ile switched sintltaneou -h' 
by mean-. of the vide" pushbuttons. 
When -es itching from local to remote or 
richeork signal. contacts un the switches 
[undid, automatic removal of local syn- 
chronizing s ignal. 

On the right side of the -witching 
Panel i- a remote clip-jade control. lev 

mean- of titis control. the signal lilac 
he faded to black. at which time an in- 
stantaneous witch may be made tu a 

new signal. artel then the net% signal 
faded up. 

Remote Control .Section 

Another sect' of the con sole houses 
all the rennde controls that are nece -- 
saI to provide operation of those 
equipments that are necessary for sim- 
ple basic programming. 

In two panels I at top f are cuntnui 
stabilizing amplifiers. One of these 
amplifiers i- for network or remote sig- 
nals and the -erund is for controlling 
any signal to the transmitter. The srr- 
ond stabilizing amplifier is also used 
for mixing the sync and video signals 
since some furor of local signal i- tree-. 
-ary for advertising purposes. 

The third panel in this control is a 
projector switching control. Three 
groups of pushbuttons and tally lights- 
are located on this panel. the groups at 
either end composed of three buttons 
and a separate lamp are identical while 
one pushbutton and toggle switch are 
located in the center. The renter tog- 
gle switch is for turning the 'nowt' it 

a slide projector. The pushbutton 
directly under the switch has a tally 
light built in and may be used to switch 
slides in the slide projeetur. 

The tally light. at the top of the 
panel at either end. indicates when con- 
trol has been transferred from the film 
projector to this re to operating posi- 
tion. The pushbutton. on the left of 
the group. is used to start the projector 
and has a built -in tally light to indicate 
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Figure 10 

View of over -all basic -buy console, complete with finished end sections, as normally used in 
the TV station. 

that the machine is running. 'l'he cen- 

ter button of the group. with built -in 
!alley light. i- for transferring -"und 
and picture from one machine tu the 
other. when two film projector. are 
used. The third button i- for s topping 
the projector. and doe- not haw a 

signal for indicating percentage of pic- 
ture modulation tu the transmitter. 

(Inv -.recur Operation 

The streamlined arrangements have 
been found to permit operation be one 
man. All of the neee --ac emits l- for 

Irene Quantity Description 
2 Studio Cameras. Consol t nits and Power Si:pplics7' 
2 Studio Camera Pedestal,- and Friction 
1 \licropl on Iloont Stand "' 

1 1 Studio -%idea "e.'telling Equipment" 
1 On 4ir Master Monitor' 

6 I Audio t '.nt- oleite' 
2 furnlabl.. 

a 1 -lods" Sur Generator" 
u 2 Racks containing poner supplies. distribution amplifiers, video and 

audio jacks. etc. 

eNU.% TK li. \. 'RCA TU I.N. 'R(\ NI 5. '"RCA KS 4A \I1-2. 74. 
' 414'.\ IIC -211. "IIr\ ,'i ii. "RCA TC.1. \. 

Major items of equipment needed for single studio 

built -in light. 
lnothergroup of blutons at the other 

end of the panel i- identical and per- 
forms the same functions for a second 
projector. 

\ pushbutton for chopper control is 
al -" provided to select a calibrating 

Figure 11 

Model layout show- 
ing a typical single 
live -talent s t u d i o 
which can be added 
to basic -buy station 

at later date. 

programming arc centralized in the 
1-section console except the audio and 
video jack panels which are located in 
nearby equipment racks. 

Even with the addition of une or two 
film camera controls. it would also be 

(Continued on page 301 
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Tehniqut for 
Research Report* Discloses How Radar Area of Target 
Models Can be Measured Through Use of Model, 
Introduced Into Field of Electromagnetic Horn, Which 
Causes Unbalance of Previously Balanced Hybrid 
Junction in Antenna Feed, the Amount of Unbalance 
Being a Function of Model's Radar Area. Unbalanced 
Signal From the Hybrid Junction is Amplified by 
Receiver and Applied to Polar Recorder, Which in Turn 
Utilizes This Signal and Syncro Information from Model 
Rotator, to Provide Polar Plot of Radar Area of Model. 

r- 7 
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Figure 1 

Block diagram of radar -measurement system which features use of a stabilised cw oscillator 
of the Pound type. 

Figure 2 

Elements of the radar -measuring receiving system. 
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Ix THE My:ASL REMENT of radar reflec- 

lions. the dynamic technique has been 

found to be particularly fruitful. How - 

ever, the approach does introduce prob- 
lems, especially when many types of 
targets are involved and quantitative 
information is sought. The complica- 
tions are usually prompted by the avail- 
ability of the target, the magnitude of 
the measuring system, and the difficulty 
of controlling the many variables which 
prevail in field operation. Where there 
is no need for a knowledge of the fluc- 
tuations or modulation) of the radar 
return from the target, caused solely by 

the dynamic operation of the target 
I such as vibration of parts of an air- 
craft. propeller modulation, or longi- 
tudinal rotation of a missile I. models 
may be used quite effectively. For, in 
such a controlled system, it is possible 
to determine the fine -structure scatter- 
ing- pattern of the target. In addition. 
the effect on the radar properties of the 
target caused by propellers, stabilizing 
fins. or other components of the target 
structure can be determined by meas- 

urement with and without the target 
component under investigation. Ac- 
cordingly. it is possible to use dissec- 
tion techniques to explore the mechan- 
isms of radar reflection. Recently such 
a model system was set up at the Ches- 
apeake Bay Annex of NR1. in a mobile 
repair unit. operating in the 9,800 -mc 
band. to study the potentials of the. 

technique. The system followed the 
general pattern evolved by Sinclair' at 
the Ohio State University Research 
Foundation. Several refinements. how- 
ever. were incorporated to improve sta- 
bility and accuracy. 

System Operation 

In a review of the system in a special 
report.* it was revealed that a stabil- 
ized cw oscillator of the Pound type' 
was used. with output feeding to one 
arm IA; Figure 11 of a magic -tee 
hybrid junction. the power dividing 
equally between a pair of arms (B and 
C; Figure 1). The power in arm C, 
fed to an antenna. serves to illuminate 
the target. Power returned from the 
target enters the hybrid junction on 
arm C and divides equally between 
arms B and D. Power in arm D then 
feeds the receiver, whose output drives 
the pen of a polar recorder. The trans- 
mitted power is monitored by a thernl- 

NRL Report 38ÚC; work on the problem is 
el mtinuing. 

'Sinclair, G., Theory of Models of Electro- 
magnetic Systems, IRR` Proceedings; November, 
1948. 

Sinclair, G., Ohio State University Research 
Foundation, Report 302 -3; July, 1947. 
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11ca4iurpmcnt of lIADA 11 
Characteristics of Targtt8 

by RALPH G. PETERS 

Figure 3 

Geometry of measuring setup, which illustrates that the true eleation angle tl of the shell is a 
function of the azimuth angle 4+. 

istor bridge through a directional coup- 
ler. The input -output characteristic 
of the receiver was noted as being cali- 
brated by the signal generator. which 
inserts a known signal into the receiver 
line through another directional coup- 
ler. For monitoring the operation of 
the receiver, a 'scope was used. and the 
angular position of the recorder chart 
kept in step with the target rotation 
through a synchro drive. 

The magic -tee hybrid junction was 
disclosed as a key item in the system. 
Analyzing the division of transmitted 
power equally between arms B and C. 
the report noted that this is true only if 
arms B and C present identical im- 
pedances to the junction. In practice. 
it was said, some dissymmetry exists. 
Thus, its magnitude is determined by 
the mechanical and electrical asymme- 
try of the junction. Accordingly, some 
transmitted power, however minute, 
must leak directly into the receiver arm. 
D. The allowable leakage into this arm 
can he determined by the smallest sig- 
nal which it is desired to receive and 
measure. 

In the system tested. the hybrid junc- 
tion was balanced to about -120 db. 
To achieve this balance. extreme care 
was taken in the construction of the 
hybrid junction to insure both electri- 
cal and mechanical stability and sym- 

TeleVision Engineering. December, 1951 

metry. The junction was machined 
from invar to reduce instability caused 
by the thermal expansion and contrac- 
tion of the joint. Final balance was 
obtained by adjustment of a two -stub 
tuner mounted on arm B of the hybrid 
junction. The probes of the tuner were 
made of quartz rod. 0.180" in diameter. 
and adjusted by a threaded barrel hav- 
ing 64 threads per inch. Quartz was 
selected because of its low value of 
thermal coefficient of expansion. The 
waveguide supporting the stubs was 
also made of invar. 

Antenna 

The first antenna system used was 
described as a horn 32" long. con- 
structed of brass, with a 10 "- square 
aperture and polystyrene lens to correct 
the phase front. The half -power beam - 
width was 7° in the E -plane and 9° in 
the H- plane. This system was found 
to be unsatisfactory since its impedance 
changed so rapidly with temperature 
that the hybrid junction would remain 
in balance for a period of only a few 
minutes. An improvement was noted 
when the correcting lens was removed 
from the horn or when the horn was 

.Pound, R. V., An Iesjroaed Frequency Sta 
lriliration System for Microwave Oscillators, 
MlT Rad. Lab., No. 837; October, 1945. 

a 

I 1 I I t i I 

ta 30 50 b 40 ra ea 
5o4lel DetIecllon 

Figure 4 

Plot illustrating radar area versus deflection 
for the range of the radar area in which the 

spheres lie. 

wrapped with thermal insulation. To 
reduce temperature sensitivity. a horn 
80" long with a 10 "- square aperture 
was constructed of invar. This time 
the half -power beamwidth was 7.5° in 
the E -plane and 10° in the H- plane. 
Currently. this horn does not employ 
any additional phase correction, but a 
strip lens of incur is being considered. 
This horn has been found superior to 
the first model. since the hybrid junc- 
tion remains balanced for periods of 

lu one -half hour. 
It would he advantageous to use a 

horn of larger aperture. with conse- 
quent increase in gain and decrease in 
beamwidth. the report declared. How- 
ever, the consideration of uniform phase 
of the incident field across the target 
plane indicates a relatively small horn. 
The 10" dimension was thus believed 
to he a reasonable compromise between 
these two requirements. 

Transmitter 

A 21(39 klystron. incorporating the 
Pound system of frequency stabiliza- 
tion, was included in the transmitter. 

[To Be Concluded in Januaryl 
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Convection Gas- Heating Technique Developed for 29 -Foot 
Diameter Circular Screen Baker and 271/2 -Foot Exhaust 
Ovens, Provide Proper Control of Temperature in Each of 
Eight Zones Without Need for Separating Baffles Between 
Zones. Method Also Serves to Eliminate Need for Indexed 
Forward Travel and Difficulties Inherent in Stop and Start 
Operation.... Procedure Found to Provide Production -Line 
Speed of More Than 96 Tubes Per Hour. 

Convection Omens in 
TV- TC -BE PRODUCTiON 

Figure 1 

Overall view of screen baking oven, with capacity of 96 tubes per hour. in two concentric rings. 

Figure 2 

Construction of bolted turret which rides without center bearing on inverted casters. Note 
flange plate at each tube station for carrying the rotating and the exhausting (or purging) 

apparatus. 

e^tauCitrí! IlMrt1111111 = ai6tP ; rtiltllr 

12 

by N. E. BERT'. 
I lualing Process Engine,, 

1. M. Stork, Inc. 

To km. e l ti t tt ith the ever- increa sing 
demand- for set- with larger and larger 
viewing screens, many mess- production 
techniques have been evolved. One 

process which has been found ha con- 

tribute substantially io such accelerated 
production has featured the use of con- 

tinuous gas- heated convection oven-. 
Reveolly. this equipment reached its 
hi_Itt -i state of evolution in the fabrica- 
tion of a 29' diameter circular screen 
baker and three 27%' diameter exhaust 
ovens.* 

Corree ' -Gas Features 

Through the careful application of 
convection gas heating it has been 

found possible ttl provide the proper 
control of temperature in each of eight 
zones without the necessity of any sepa- 
rating bales between zones. The pro- 
cedure has also served to eliminate any 
necessity for indexed forward travel 
and the consequent difficulties and com- 

t'urrently being installed at the FT R plant 
in Clifton, N. J. C. H. Trutner, Trutner En. 
gineering Company, Jersey City, N. J., de- 
veloped the entire system and constructed the 
ovens. 

'TLt' screen baker (lust c plete,U and its 
three exhauster ovens 1 ler construction) rep 
r. -ant improvements over a predecessor screen 
baker and two exhauster ovens which have been 
naming for a year and a hall. The continuous 
convection oven processing at FTR was the 
original means of supplanting batch -type baking 
and exhausting employer) during the early pic- 
otry -mie making days. 
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Figure 3 (right) 

Typical insulated -oven cross -section. showing method of 
secondary aeration around burner tips and damper control of 
combustion products to force (or prevent) lateral spread of heat. 
Note position of supersensitive type mercury bulb of tempera. 
ture control in relation to oven roof and screen portion of tube. 

Figure 4 (above) 

Required temperature cycle in screen baking oven with zone 
temperature limits; vertical black bars. Also illustrated is the 
burner manifolding plan for both baker and exhauster ovens 

allowing location of inspirators and temperature controls. 

plexities inherent in stop -and -stall op- 
eration. 

The design has resulted in a marked 
decrease in shrinkage and a production - 
line speed of more than 96 tubes per 
hour. 

.tlr'chmtiral Details 

The radius of Ille circular paths 
taken by the tubes through each of the 
four newest ovens is 12'. In each case 
the rotating turret is a fabricated struc- 
ture of steel. made in sections. which 
can be handled by two men and bolted 
together on location. This circular 
structure ride- upon inverted caster - 
type wheels. sl, that it requires no cen- 
ter bearing. Thus. circular ovens can 
be located in the plant in the most ctm- 
yetliellt positions. even if it is lteces -ar 
for rouf -supporting columns to rise 
from the floor within the oven circle. 
In the predecessor ovens a central 
bearing was used. Further, the cur- 
rent designs provide notch smoother ro- 
tation, firmer bottons support. and less 
power for rotation. The casters and 
the general design of the turret may be 
seen in Figure 2. 

Tube- Carrying Stations 

At each tube -carrying station, of 
which there are 64 in the screen baker 
and 32 in each of the exhauster ovens. 
a spindle (which carries the tube sup- 
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Burner / Tips 

Supersensitive 
Mercury Bulb of 
Temperature Central 

I I 

mineral Wool 
insulation 
(No Through - 

Metal) 

Tube - Supporting 
Spindle 

porting arms) Iras been fitted with a 

sprocket and chain so that it rotates at 

about 4 to 6 rpm as the turret turns 
slowly. The rate of rotation of the tur- 
ret for the screen baker is such that the 
64 spindles deliver about 96 tubes per 
hour: 11/2 revolutions per hour or 40 
minutes per revolution. 

Sell- Contained Herds 

In the exhauster ovens. to assure 
smooth simple rotation of the turret. 
each of the :32 heads has been supplied 
with its own diffusion pump. its town 
mechanical backer pump I for prelim- 
inary exhausting and relieving the 
Lack- pressure on the diffusion pump at 
the end of the exhaust cycle 1. and its 
litter induction coils 1 for heating up the 
tube gun parts :nul -cuing off the getter 
during the outgassing phase). 

Contact Tracks 

Electric current to operate the ltte- 
chanical and diffus' primps at each 
exhaust port. and high frequency cur- 
rent for the induction coils. are sup- 
plied by contact tracks. 

Production speed from each ex- 
hauster oven will be 25 tubes per hour: 
each has been designed to carry 32 
heads so that the turrets of these ovens 

'.sir forced through a system to scavenge 
cases, etc. 

will turn at speeds of one revolution in 
77 minutes. 

To effect a reduction in shrinkage in 
the screen baker there has been pro- 
vided retraction of the stainless tube 
which reaches up inside the hull) and 
supplices hot purging air' inside the 
tube during the baking cycle. These 
tubes retract in the 72' loading zone 
and eliminate accidents due to striking 
glass bulb neck- on the stainless steel 
tubes while loading. 

Shrinkage Redue Factors 

The greatest factor in reducing 
shrinkage has been found to be the 
careful balance of temperatures be- 
Iween the purging air which Hem- up 
inside of the tube and the combustion 
products tthiclt surround the tube in 
each heating none. This has been ac- 
e 'dished iI bringing the purging air 
from the blowers through long leads in 
the prated zone to a hollow duct (trav- 
elling with the turret t which terns the 
wall between the two rows of heads in 
the screen baking oven. In Figure 1 

is illustrated how the 64 spindles in the 
screen baker are arranged in two con- 
centric rows. the rows being staggered 
and separated front one attiitlitr by the 
purging air duct. Thanks to this con - 
struction,it has been estimated that the 
purging air will not differ from the 
combustion products, at any point, by 
more than 5° or 10° C, whereas pre- 
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vious tube bakers may have had differ- 
entials (judging from shrinkage ex- 

perience) of upward of 100 °. 
By this type of mechanical construc- 

tion all of the difficulties with in -line 
trolley or car type ovens, and the diffi- 

culties with circular ovens which used 
plate valves and a single set of exhaus- 
ter pumps. have been found to he elim- 
inated: Unusually high vacuum can be 
developed in the exhauster ovens; trol- 
ley or car return is not involved; stop - 
start indexing is eliminated; and great 
savings are made by boosting produc- 
tion speed. 

Also. this type of construction has 
been found to permit easier control 
over the thermal characteristics of the 
bottom of the oven and -implify the 
combustion engineering. 

The Combustion Engineering and 
the Control Method 

The zone dividing technique is illus- 
trated in Figure 3; each of the ovens 
has been divided into nine zones, with 
eight actual oven zones of 36° each and 
a loading and unloading zone of 72 °. 
In the case of the screen baking oven, 
zones two through eight (seven in all) 
are fired. In the case of the exhauster 
ovens. zones two through seven (six in 
all are fired. Figure 4 shows the tem- 
perature curve desired, and attained, in 
the screen baking oven and the method 
of manifolding the burners in both the 
screen baker and the exhausters. Split 
manifolding has been found to permit 
even more precise manipulation of zon- 
ing. if ever required, by merely increas- 
ing the number of inspiratory' and tem- 
perature controls. 

Screen Burner Tips 

All seven of the continuous convec- 
tion ovens at FTR the new baker and 
its three exhausters. as well as the 
original baker and its two exhausters) 
are fired with nichrome screen burner 
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Figure 5 

One of the double -valve mechanical controls (mercury -bulb 

actuated) used for son. temperature regulation, along with 
the solenoid valve for its salty pilot. and its air -gas inspirator. 

tips' mounted on pipe manifolds bent to 
match the oven curvature on both sides. 
Each supply manifold is fed with gas 
at 20 ounces pressure so that a one -pipe 
system is possible. Inspirators de- 
velop the proper air -gas mixture for 
combustion. And even though this 
mixture pressure does not exceed 1/2" 
equivalent water column, the screen 
burner tips have been found to offer a 
turndown ratio of as much as 8 -to -1. 

Temperature Controls 

With the use of such a simplified 
combustion system where the gas is 
compressed to relatively low pressures 
(20 ounces) and atmospheric air is in- 
spirated, it is desirable to use direct - 
acting throttling gas controls which 
seek a precise adjustment as called for 
by the mercury bulb, and hold it with- 
out frequent or sudden cycling. Se- 
lected for this purpose were tempera- 
ture controls' with double -valve con- 
struction and the positive (and sensi- 
tive 1 action of the mercury expansion 
principle. 

Turbos Gas C pressor 

A turbo gas compressor occupying 
less than 6 square feet of floor space 
and requiring only a two -hp motor were 
found to be adequate for the gas com- 
pression requirements for one screen 
baking and one exhauster oven. Since 
the gas is carburated at individual in- 
spirators no safety protection equip- 
ment involving fire checks was found to 
be necessary. 

Figure 3 reveals how the burner tips 
and burner manifolds` are located below 
the bottom of the oven sidewalls and 

2 Device which causes a flow of gas out of a 
tapered orifice to pick up (inspirate) the 
primary air required for proper combustion of 
that gas- Wieser. 

Partlow 61A, 63A and 613A. 'Piping which, 
in this application. supplies gas and the primary 
air included in it. 

at a point which liberally clears both 
the inside of the oven wall and the tur- 
ret top- plate. Secondary air streams up 
through these spaces on either side of 
the burner manifolds and keeps them 
cool. This has been found to lengthen 
burner life. Also, the air -gas mixture 
in the manifold does not heat up and 
expand so as to reduce burner capacity 
or change the back pressure on the in- 
spirators and alter the mixing ratio. 

Combo Product Flues 

Figure 3 also illustrates how the 
combustion products flow straight up 
along the oven walls, cross over under 
the burner roof and are exhausted up a 
circular flue centrally in the oven. 
Each of these flues carries a damper. 
and there are several flues in each of 
the fired heating zones. Th's has been 
found to be a particularly ;mportant 
installation factor; that is, t'i're is no 
travel of combustion products aiong the 
length of the oven, except as intention- 
ally forced by damper settings. Titis 
means that the temperature- control sys 
tern can easily maintain different tem- 
peratures in different zones without hav- 
ing an adjustment of one seriously 
affect its neighbors. 

Mercury Bulb Elements 

The mercury bulb elements of the 
temperature controls' are of the long 
super- sensitive type (30" long by " 
in diameter), and are just under the 
oven roof. Thus, they reflect and con- 
trol. both the combustion -product tern - 
perature and the roof temperature at 
the points of importance, just above the 
face of the TV tube where the phosphor 
screen is located. 

The mechanics of heating at 400° C 
(752° F) is accomplished both by 
scrubbing with hot combustion prod- 
ucts and by radiation down from the 
oven roof in the black -heat range. No 
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Figure 6 

Indicating thermomeier lone used for each zone) which. inde- 

pendently of the control instrument for that zone, actuates the 

proper warning light at the loading zone to advise of any 
variation in zone temperature from the stated process level. 

convection oven can operate without 
the aid of wall and roof radiation, and 
no radiant oven can operate without the 

aid of convected hot gases. 

In any event, no measurable variation 
of temperature across the top of the 
ovens has been found at the FTR in- 
stallation. There has been provided, 
quite intentionally, a differential of 50° 
C between the top and the bottom of 
the oven, to compensate for the radical 
variations in the cross sectional thick- 
ness of the glass in large cathode -ray 

tubes. 
The oven wall itself is five inches 

thick and composed of mineral wool 
insulation between internal sheets of 
stainless steel (internally) and heavy 
gauge steel )externally). The design 
is such that there is no through -metal 
from the oven supporting channel to 
the flues. and, therefore, no opportunity 
for short- circuiting of heat around the 
insulation. 

Increased Burner Tips 

Because of the circular construction 
of the ovens and the consequently 
greater heat losses from the outside 
wall of the oven, there are proportion- 
ately more burner tips on the outer 
burner manifolds than on the inner 
burner manifolds. 

Each burner manifold (nine on each 
side of each exhauster oven, and 13 on 
each side of the screen baker, as illus- 
trated in Figure 4) has been designed 
to carry its own inspirator to supply air 
gas mixture to the burner tips. The 
gas is manufactured gas supplied at 20 
ounces pressure. The inspirators are 
differently, and carefully, sized to sup- 
ply the proper amount of gas to each 
zone at the center of its satisfactory 
operating range. This allows for ad- 
justment of inputs to each firing zone 
in both directions from the design con- 

"Partlow nu. 'Partlow LSS, formerly known 
as LRIt. 

dition (a common error in oven design 

being to allow for changes in inspirator- 
capacity in only one direction). 

Ahead of each inspirator is a double - 

valve, high -pressure mechanical con- 

trol.' with a temperature range of 50° 

to 550° C, and a mercury bulb installed 
just under the roof of the oven in that 
zone as illustrated in Figure 3. This 
type of control has been found to assure 

temperature precision within one -half 
of one per cent of scale range; 2° or 
3° C. A close -up of one of these con- 

trols appears in Figure 5. showing its 
relationship to the solenoid valve of the 
safety pilot system. and the inspirator 
corresponding to that control. 

In addition to the double -valve con- 
trol, each zone has been fitted with an 
indicating thermometer' mounted on 
the side of the oven, as illustrated in 
Figure 6. To prevent any possibility 
of high ambient temperatures around 
the mechanism, the instrument has 

been spaced out front the oven wall on 

a transite panel. The mercury bulb of 
this indicating instrument has been 

located parallel to and directly beside 
the mercury bulb for its corresponding 
control instrument. 

Indicating Thermometer Value 

The purpose of the indicating ther- 
mometers is twofold: to give an ac- 
curate visual check of the temperature 
in each zone and to actuate a signal 
light system. The instrument' contains 
two microswitches which can be ad- 
justed to bracket the control tempera- 
ture over a spread of 5% of scale range 
i25° C). Both microswitches are con- 
nected to a red light on the control 
panel at the loading station. Such a 

light is provided for each fired oven 
section. Thus, if the temperature of 
any zone should rise or fall more than 
10° above or below the control point. 
the red light flashes on. In normal 
operation all lights are off. 

Every precaution has been taken at 

the FTR installation to maintain the 
exact temperature cycle specified 
through the oven; Figure 4 shows one 
of the cycles involved. 

Safety Pilots in Fired Zones 

As an added refinement a safety pilot 
has been installed in each fired zone, to 
actuate a normally -closed solenoid 
valve between the temperature control 
and the inspirator; Figure 5. This 
protects the system, zone by zone, 
against accidental outage. 

The control system for the oven could 
have been developed on a two -position 
basis with electrically operated instru- 
ments (in which case the electrical in- 
struments shown in Figure 6 could have 
been hooked up to do the whole job, 
and the mechanical controls shown in 
Figure 5 rendered unnecessary). How- 
ever, by using the extra mechanical 
double -valve controls. throttling action 
has been obtained and the gas input 
held in direct proportion to the zone 
load at all times. 

The internal width of the screen 
baker is 50 ", and the internal width of 
the exhauster ovens is 30 ", so that 
tubes up to 28" can be accommodated. 
Total tunnel length for the screen 
baker is 671/2' (53' equipped for fir- 
ing). and total tunnel length for the 
exhauster ovens is 50' (45' equipped 
for firings. In each case the oven is 
36" high internally, so that the face of 
the TV tube is about four to five inches 
below the oven roof. 

(:ircular -Oren Advantages 

The continuously moving circular 
oven system has been found to afford 
striking savings in direct -labor costs. 
and provide superior results not only 
over the original hatch system with in- 
dividual heating bells and cycles for 
each tube, but over other in -line. or 
circular indexing oven equipment. 
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500 watts VHF (ERP range, 1 2 to 2 kw) This is a control -room 
set-up -complete with an R( ;A 500 -watt transmitter- announce 
booth, and filin facilities. The arrangement, and an RCA 5 -bay 
Super Ilanstile Antenna. provides up to 2 kw ERP,-gets you 
on the air for minimum outlay. 

2 kw VHF (ERP range, 2 to 20 kw) Similar to 500 -watt plant, 
but uses an RCA 2 -kw transmitter. The ideal set -up for getting 
up to 1) kw (ERP) for a small investment. "In line" racks at 
left of control console are: monitoring, audio- and video equip- 
ments, sync generator, and power sup :lies. 

Tgi/Øí9iIt1'Y//8/1111b91Ñ1'18 

50 kw VHF (ERP range, 50 to 200 kw) Block '-IP' set -up for 
RCA's "50 -kw." This arrangement is well suited for local build- 
ing situations -or where physical limitations call for an antenna 
of medium gain and high ERP. Note film camera control and 
preview monitor next to operator for his convenience. 

1 kw UHF (ERP range, 1 to 20 kw) For areas where UHF channels 
will he assignai, the "1 kw.' and UHF antenna make it practical to 
start with a minimum investment. It offers interesting possibilities for 
areas up to 150.000 people -could prove popular in communities up to 
1 million. bote network, film projection spots, station break facilities. 

nuanm r 
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10 kw VHF ERP range, e 1 ( 10 to 100 kw) ['sin 9 ) g a "10-kw" and 
a high -gain antenna, this plant provides up to 100 kw, FR'. 
It includes film facilities for breaks and spots during network 
shows- Stations of this class and larger usually have studio Neil- 
ides, along with program switching equipment (not shown). 

20 kw VHF (ERP ronge, 20 to 200 kw) For the new TV sta- 
tion that wants to start right in with maximum power, using a 
"20 -kw" and an RCA I2-section Super Turnstile antenna. The 
transmitter, arranged ''in line." can also he set up in a block 
"U' arrangement like the "50 kw" shown below. 

,,.loranylVpowerlip to 

200101 10 -kw UHF (ERP range, 10 to 200 kw) Using ; n RCA "10 -kw 
UHF" type TI'L -IOA and a TFU -.-)13 high -gain antenna. this 
set -up offers the next logical step above the "I-kw range. Or, 
you can start with 1 kw now -and increase power later simply 
by adding RCA matching amplifiers and associated -equipment. These models represent seven typical TV trans- 

mitter room arrangements for various power 
classes -from 500 watts to 200 kw, ERPti'. They 
include the film equipment required for spot, 
station breaks, and network operation. They 
show the basic or minimum facilities you need to 
go "on the air" for a given power. The set -ups are 
worked out in accordance with tried -and -proved 
operating procedure and provide a handy means 
for estimating your space requirements. There is 
ample leeway to meet the particular needs of 
every station. 

Your RCA Broadcast Sales Representative is 
ready to give you planning help like this - 
throughout your station! By all means, call him. 

`Effective radiated power 

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT CAMDEN, M.J. 
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t 
Applications of 

GLYCERINE has become a familiar ma- 
terial to those concerned with the de- 
velopment and improvement of TV 
equipment. Like their predecessors in 
the communications industry, TV engi- 
neers have learned that this versatile 
chemical can provide the answer to 
many problems and is often a means 
for improving an important process or 
component material. 

Glycerine's characteristics have per- 
mitted its application. under various 
conditions, as a humectant or hygro- 
scopic agent to prevent excessive dry- 
ing and brittleness, as a plasticizer and 
softener. as a bodying agent and sus- 
pending medium for insoluble sub- 
stances, as a pressure or heat transmit- 
ting medium. or as a solvent, antifreeze, 
lubricant, or penetrant. 

Chemically, glycerine is an alcohol 
with three hydroxyl groups. It is capa- 
ble of entering into a number of reac- 
tions which yield a variety of com- 
pounds useful to the television indus- 
try. Among the most important of its 
reactions are those leading to the syn- 
thesis of alkyd resins and ester gums. 

One of the chief applications of 
glycerine in TV is in the manufacture 
of electrolytics. Over the years. scores 
of patents have specified glycerine as 
an effective non -volatile solvent and 
fluid component for the electrolyte in 
these parts. In the manufacturing 
method commonly employed, two sheets 
of aluminum. separated by cloth or 
paper impregnated with electrolyte 
paste, are formed into a roll and the 
whole unit is covered with impervious 
protective materials. Successive layers 
of foil -electrolyte -foil within the unit 
are separated by an insulating sheet of 
waxed paper. The nonconductor is a 
film of aluminum oxide anodically 

formed on the surface of the foil. A 
glycerine paste functions as the elec- 
trolytic conductor between this oxide 
film and the adjacent sheet of alumi- 
num. 

Improvements in capacitors and mod- 
ifications to meet new or more special. 
ized requirements have extended the 
use of glycerine. In one case. the pro- 
duction of an electrolyte for capacitors 
and electrolytic rectifiers has called for 
the use of a mixture of glycerine. acetic 
acid and ammonium hydroxide. This 
combination has been found to provide 
a neutral. nonaqueous electrolyte of 
relatively high fluidity. In another in- 
stance. a solution of ammonium penta- 
borate in glycerine has served as the 
electrolyte in an especially durable 
capacitor with low power -factor change 
at low temperatures. 

Glycerine has also entered exten- 
sively into many of the compounds re- 
quired in soldering operations. It is 
widely used as a solvent and bodying 
agent in soldering fluids and washes. 
Its presence lowers the surface tension 
of these solutions and permits the flux 
to wet the metal surfaces more thor- 
oughly, thereby facilitating the solder- 
ing job. In one widely -used solution, 
the following ingredients are used: Zinc 
chloride (15 per cent); glycerine (25 
per cent); and water (60 per cent P. 

This preparation has been found to be 
satisfactory for use on copper. brass. 
steel, terne plate. tinned steel. Mond 
metal and others. 

Glycerine has also been adopted as a 

component of soldering pastes. corn - 
pounds which combine solder and flux 
in one preparation. One recently - 
developed preparation of this kind uses 

a mixture of ammonium chloride. zinc 

View of production line at plant producing 
chassis featuring components and allied 
equipment treated with glycerine agents. 

(Courtesy Westinghouse) 

chloride and glycerine with pulverized 
solder. 

Many kinds of soldering fluxes have 
been found to benefit from the inclu- 
sion of glycerine. In a new type of 
noncorrosive flux developed for soft 
soldering and tinning all metals except 
aluminum. the product is made by 
heating a mixture of glycerine and am- 
monium chloride. Other popular fluxes 
include those based on rosin, which 
combine the speed of an active acid flux 
with the protective effect afforded by a 

rosin residue. As an example. a flux 
of rosin, aniline hydrochloride. and 
glycerine has been found to release 
sufficient hydrochloric acid by decom- 
position to speed fluxing action and at 
the sanie time to be comparatively non- 
corrosive. Another special flux con- 
tains a resin made from glycerine which 
forms an electrical insulation over the 
part after it has been soldered. 

Glycerine has also served as an aid 
in the production of insulated electrical 
conductors. Fiber coverings on wire 
are often treated with glycerine to keep 
then) flexible and to prevent shrinkage 
after they are overlayed with asphalt or 
other moisture -proof material. Another 
interesting application is a process for 
applying latex coating to single or 
multiple -strand wire. The wire is 
drawn through a viscous stream of un- 
cured latex which is surrounded by a 

concentric stream of heated glycerine. 
The glycerine has been found to trans- 
mit pressure of the walls of the die and 
confine the latex to a definite diameter. 
At the sanie time, it lubricates the pas- 

sage of the coated wire and acts as a 

coagulating and curing agent for the 
latex. As the coating solidifies, the fila- 
ment is withdrawn from the glycerine 
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Versatile Chemical Not Only Used in the Fabrication of 
Variety of Components Including Capacitors and 
Induction Cores, But as an Aid in the Manufacturing of 
Soldering Washes, Fluxes and Pastes, Insulation, 
Selenium and Mica Coatings, Potted Circuits, Plastic 
Gaskets and Finishes. 

GLYCERINE in TV 
by MILTON A. LESSER 

in the form of a coated section of wire. 
Glycerine has been found to be a use- 

ful adjunct in specialized processes in 
TV. It has helped, for example, to 
remove one of the kinks in the manu- 
facture of selenium -coated dry- contact 
rectifiers and light sensitive devices. 
Selenium coatings are generally 
achieved on nickel -plated iron parts by 
dipping in molten selenium. Unless 
proper precautions are taken, the re- 
sultant film often shrinks and acquires 
a spongy character which causes short 
circuits. As a means of avoiding this 
the plates are spun to remove the ex- 
cess while the selenium is still molten, 
and then the coated plates are im- 
mersed for three minutes in hot glycer- 
ine containing a small amount of so 
dium hydroxide. The selenium par- 
tially anneals during this period, and 
at the same time redeposits. leaving a 
surface of continuous crystalline struc- 
ture which has a higher electrical con- 
ductivity than the original amorphous 
layer. 

Glycerine has been found helpful in 
mica applications, when it is desired to 
obtain mica insulating films of essen- 
tially one -layer thickness. In making 
insulation for use in magnetic cores, 
strip material is coated with glycerine 
to act as an adhesive for the flake mica, 
which is applied by air -blowing. The 
strip is then wound on a rotating man- 
drel and heated to volatilize and remove 
the glycerine. 

As a plasticizing agent for various 
types of plastics glycerine has had 
many applications. It has been exten- 
sively used in the production of molded 
articles, such as gaskets and other 
parts. based on polyvinyl alcohol. It 
has a similar application. plus a sta- 
bilizing function, in the production of 

TeleVision Engineering. December. 1951 

phenol- formaldehyde resins which are 
useful as binders for electrical coils 
and other products. 

An interesting example of glycerine's 
utility was provided when workers at 
the Bureau of Standards developed a 
casting resin for potting components of 
electronic circuits. This composition. 
known as NBS casting resin. hardens to 
a rigid solid around circuit elements 
without adverse effect on circuit opera- 
tion. After gelation, exposed surfaces 
are flooded with glycerine to promote 
the formation of a hard surface. The 
gelled resin is then cured in an immer- 
sion of glycerine. By rigidly embed- 
ding electronic circuits or even com- 
plete plug -in sub -assemblies, the NBS 
compound has been found to serve as 
an excellent insulation, plus protection 
against rough handling and deteriorat- 
ing atmospheric conditions. 

Modified glycerine -litharge cements 
are used in the production of special 
induction cores for tuned intermediate 
transformers. The cement is made by 
mixing two parts of finely pulverized 
iron powder and one part of litharge 
with sufficient glycerine to make a 
paste. The paste is poured or injected 
into the transformer housing and the 
coils and capacitors are then placed in 
the correct position to obtain the de- 
sired characteristics. A complex chem- 
ical reaction takes place between the 
ingredients, and the composition sets 
in a few hours without embrittlement. 
No change of volume occurs on harden- 
ing. so that the space relationship of 
the coil is maintained without distor- 
tion. 

Alkyd resins are products of reac- 
tions of polyhydric alcohols with poly - 
basic acids. Resulting resins are sel- 
dom used as such. but are modified 

with various other ingredients such as 
vegetable oils to provide products with 
properties suitable to specific applica- 
tions. Phthalic anhydride is the most 
common acid used in alkyd manufac- 
ture. and glycerine is by far the most 
important alcohol. Nearly a third of 
all the glycerine produced in this 
country goes into the manufacture of 
alkyd resins and related ester gums 
Ireaction products of glycerine and 
resin). In '50. 70- million pounds of 
glycerine were consumed in these 
products. 

As noted by Combs,' the alkyds as a 
class are probably the most versatile of 
today's synthetic resins. They find use in 
molding. casting. and laminating. and 
in coatings for hundreds of household 
and industrial applications. In protec- 
tive and decorative finishes, their larg- 
est fields. alkyds have been found to 
be outstanding for their adhesion, dur- 
ability. toughness, and moisture and 
solvent resistance. They are com- 
patible with other synthetics, including 
some styrene and silicone resins, and 
blends for baking and air -drying com- 
positions are practically limitless. 
Early in the history of radio, manufac- 
turers found that they could greatly 
speed their production of cabinets and 
obtain superior finishes on them by 
using alkyd -based coatings. During 
the war, government specifications for 
paints and enamels, including those for 
communications equipment, were widely 
based on alkyd resins. A high propor- 
tion of the finishes now used on TV 
cabinets and parts are similarly bene- 
fitted. 

[To Be Concluded ire fan uar' I 

'Combs, J. B.: Org. Finish I Guidebook 
Issue), 10:35; April, 1949. 
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Ißtctiring Antennas 

.Above, 

Fon cbpolo. 

(Above) 

Two -stacked km dipole. 

(Above) 

Rhombic antenna. 

(Below) 

Stacked V antenna. 

211 

by BERT M. ELY 

Features of I'HF Antennas Tested During Field Studies 
in It'aslington and Stratford, near Bridgeport, Conn.` 

ON Ille. 1 t.T1t11111.11 -. ti _.t.' have indi- 
cated that several i Iii - of antennas 
might he WWII for reciiting. 

\lost titi antennas hacr been found 
to be unsatisfactory at uhf. except in 
medium and high signal strength areas 
which are free (rout reflection problems. 
Generally the Ott ;attenta- hase been 
found to Inn, a L.ee sain \cry'lug from 
approxintatrl II) (lit Leto a resonani 
dipole lo 3 ill. al_oce- that of a resonant 
dipole when they are oriented for maxi- 
mum response. 1)irrrtisils' has also 
been found to tir pool in both the hori- 
zontal atol \t rtiral plane -. This lias 
been dur ill the mane lobes present and 
the fart that the ':t for lutte dors not 
ui-uall lall oit the axis of the antenna. 

liaudtvidth of the rlti types have 
been fount) to be generally adequate. 
with the _ titi falling off somewhat 
toward the high end of the band. :\ 
major ili albantage is that the main 
lobes -hi ft direction w'itlt frequency. re- 
quiring separate orientation for stations 
oprrctting on wçielrl separated cita Is. 

Fern Dipole 

The fan dipole has been found to br 
of the simplest of all oh' antenna -. 

Ibn-ed . rrpmrct prrp:urd Ly It(' A t iciaror. 
.na RCA Sorvic. .It1, de.icur,l 'I n.11,1 :tilt, Till,. 

The ;ournua i- constructed eel two tri- 
angles of metal. supported by a suitable 
insulator. Roth triangles lit- in the 
same plane. and the ttan- uni -sign line 
is attached to each apex. Titi- type ha- 
been funnel to show sonne gain oe r 

half -wavy dipole. 
Its directivity pattern indicate- that 

it has a slight front -to -bark ratio. un- 
usual for a dipole antenna. 7'hr reduc- 
tion in response in one direction i- 
caused by the notal mast and mounting 
-apport. 

The bandwidth of the itlangular- 
-hapre dipoles Iras been found 'lo be 
excellent. ' 

.titocked Fun Dipole.. 

The simple fan dipole ran be .tacked 
vertically. \\ hen properly phased. the 
gain of the two -stark fan dipolt lias 
heen found to be 8.5 ill, at 85(1 Inc. :\ 
four -stark fan dipole -homed a gain of 
about 1(1.25 (lb at 850 nx. 

This -tacking was found to result in 
an increase of vertical dtt'et't I\its. 

The bandwidth. while good. isa- 
found to be not quite a- uuilornt a. 
that of the -ingle fan dipole. This was 
found te, be mainly due to sonne ire. 

(Left) 
Corner reflector. 

(Below) 
Parabolic reflector. 
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fluency selectivity ill the individual 
transmis -ion lines used for phasing the 
dipole -. 

Rhombic Antennas 

Rhombic antennas have been built 
and used %cry successfully during uhf 
field test -. In all applications the 
rhombic- were adjusted fur uni- direc- 
tionul oprtation and usually terminated 
at the far end with a suitable resistor. 
The gain- were found to be high tup 
to 11- db at 850 me t. indicating that 
it is ..ell suited for fringe area opera- 
tion. 

The directivity was also found to be 
vers good. the major forward lobe be- 
ing quite harrow In the horizontal 
direction. decreasing in widilt with in- 
rrcasing frequency. While one minor 
-hie and back lobes are present. the, 
-Mould rise no trouble eycept in vers 
-were ca -e- of reflections or multi -path 
reception. 

...tacked Rhomboid; 

Two or more of the -e rhombics can 
be stacked vertically. one above the 
other. When two of these antennas are 
stacked 1 2' apart. an increase in gain 
of about 2 (Ito across the entire band 
was noted. 

This stacking was also found to in- 
crease the sertical directivity. 

.Stacked l' 

Two I -t pe antenna-. s tacked one 
abo.c the other. using the saute rods as 
a standard dipole made for channel 2. 
and th.; containing a bout the same 
amount of metal as a simple thl dipole 
and reHect.,r. were found to hr very 
rlhrient. 'lest- revealed that this is a 
relati.ely high -gain antenna for use in 
medium and weak signal arras. II was 
also found that its gain increased with 
frequency. a highly desirable feature 
required to oyereome both propagation 
and transmission line losses which in- 
crease with frequency. 

The bandwidth of this antenna was 
found to be excellent, covering more 
than the required frequency spectrum. 

%heed Reflector Types 

Sheet reflector -type antennas. wherein 
one or more dipoles are arranged in 
front of a large metallic sheet, have 
been in use for son. tinte in such ap- 
plications as radar and microwave 
transmission. anstm -Nun. 

Although they can take many forms. 
three experimental types were tried. 
One featured dipoles arranged ahead of 
a Hat sheet: another had five colinear 
dipoles at the focus of a parabolic 
sheet: and the third was a modified fan 
dipole in front of a corner reflector. 

Telrl ï -ton Engineering, December, 1951 

A high percentage of today's 
dual -shaft and special- purpose 
control requirements can be han- 
dled fast and economically by combinations or adapta- 
tions of standard Stackpole .5 and .6 watt units and stand- 
ardStackpole switches. Beyond these, however, Stackpole 
offers full facilities for matching special needs -including 
continuously adjustable Stackpole Carbon Regulator 
Discs (carbon piles) for critical 
power resistance and voltage 
control uses. 

Electronic Components Division 

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY 
St. Marys, Pa. 

FIXED RESISTORS VARIABLE RESISTORS IRON CORES 
CERAMAG` (non- ferrous) CORES MOLDED COIL FORMS 

LINE and SLIDE SWITCHES GA "GIMMICK" CAPACITORS 
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TELEVISION ENGINEERING INDEX, 1951 
JANUARY 

T V E -grams (The '50 Record . . . Predictions 
for '51 . . The SPA Orders . Govern- 
ment Clearing (louse for Technical Data . 
Pulse Counter . . . Televised .Microscopy 
Production Line Improvements . Trends.) 

Mass Production Component and Circuit 
Die Stamping Ralph G. Peters 

Perspectiv, Distortion in TV Pictures 
Edward C. Lloyd 

TV Audio Systems Engineering...R. .4. Isberg 
Video Relay Switching C R. Mon ro 
Human Aspects of Engineering Quality into 

a Product Car/ L. Gartner 

FEBRUARY 

TVE -grams Ismail Business Orders . . . DO 
Digits ... Production .Stepnp Plans . )IF 
Measurement Conference . RF Capacitor 

. Thermal Shunts ... Noise Figure Stand- 
ards . . Trends.) 

TV Receiving Antenna Research, Design and 
Production Ralph G. Peters 

17 -Inch Metal -Shell Rectangular Production 
TV Maintenance Procedures. . John B. Ledbetter 
TV Pulse Techniques C J. Auditory 
Video Relay Switching C R. Mon ro 
Perspective Distortion in TV Pictures 

Edward C. Lloyd 
Discontinuity Tuning Charts for Resonant 

Coax Lines J Gregg Stephenson 

MARCH 

TVEgrams (Metal Conservation Programs .. . 

Green Light for Repairs Subminiatur. 
'sationt in Action .. . High Poteer at Ultra - 

highs) 
VHF /UHF Insulation Production and Ap- 

plication Techniques Ralph G. Peters 
Determining Amplifier Sensitivity with 

Noise Diode Bert Ely 
Tricks in Tape Recording Herbert G. Eidson, Jr. 
Hardware's Contributions to the Stream- 

lined Chassis E M Jeffrey 
A Proposed Numbered Frequency Band 

Subdivision Plan Chester H'. Young 
Characteristic Impedance of Shielded 

Coils Charles Susskind 

APRIL 

TVE -grams (The Ultrahigh Proposal . TV 
Recording . . 90° Deflection Picture Tubes 

f111F Tuner Designs . .. Portable TN 
Cameras . . Accelerated Testing Techniques 

. High Speed 'Scope . . . The Empire - 
State Story . . . Personals at the IRE Con- 
vention.) 

Expediting TV Receiver Noise Calculations 
David A. Miller and E. A. Musser 

Selenium Rectifiers for TV Applications 
Rufus P. Turner 

TV Maintenance Practices...John B. Ledbetter 
Mechanized Production and Unitized Con. 

struction Ralph G. Peters 
Speed of Response of the Cathode-Coupled 

Clipper Philip F. Ordung 
and Herbert L. Krauss 

MAY 

TVE -grams (Defense Production Nears . . . 

Tube Fabrication Developments . . Sub- 
miniature Design Trends . Filter Paper 
for Miniature Capacitors ... Glass Soldering 

. Random Noise in Theatre TV ... The 
Gray Scale in Video Systems.) 

Design Features of 30 -Inch TV Receivers 
Ricardo Muni: 

Horizontal Deflection System Requirements 
John . \'arrace 

New Trends in Component Design 
Ralph G. Peters 

Engineering a Super -Gain TV Antenna 
M. E. Ilielle 

Cathode - Coupled Clipper Response Speed 
Philip F. Or-dung and Herbert L. Krans 

JUNE 

TVE -gams (Military and Civilian Production 
Blueprint The Controlled Materials Plan 

Highlights of the .VTSC Report 
TI' Recording Techniques . RF Dielectric 
Standards . . New Materials) 

The Cosine Deflection Yoke John Pell 
Component Miniaturization Techniques 

Ralph G. Peters 
Application of Polarity Diplexing to Micro. 

wave Relay Systems C .4. Rosencrans 
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TV Maintenance and Safety Measures 
John B. Ledbetter 

Super -Cain TV Antenna Engineering 
M. E. Hieltle 

Cathode- Coupled Clipper Response Speed 
/'hilip F. Ordung and Herbert L. Krauss 

JULY 

TV E -grans ( Trade- Practice Conference Report 
Critical Material Schedules . . . Steel 

and Iron Scrap Drive . Autoatic .4te 
tonna .Matching . Improved Audio Room 
Design . Accelerated Fabrication Tech- 
niques of Miniature Equipment) 

TV Video Switching John M. Brush 
UHF RF Amplifier Design ... Ralph G. Peters 
Determining Capacity in Circuits by 

Frequency -Shift Method..Eugene A- Musser 
TV Field Equipment Maintenance 

John B. Ledbetter 
Silicones in TV Maurice C. Hummel 

AUGUST 

'fVE -grams (Receiver Production Progress Re- 
port . Production Pools . Microwave 
Instrumentation . Printed Circuitry . 

Colorimetry . Safety Precautions in TV 
Projection Rooms) 

Highlight Controls in Video Amplifiers 
Ralph H. Cook 

Blue TV Lamp Design Report.... R. D. Chipp 
Liquid Resin Curing in Component Manu- 

facture Ralph G. Peters 
Automatic Synchronizing Generator for 

TV Calvin Ellis 

SEPTEMBER 

TVE -grams (Suall.Business Activity . The 
Sica .Situation . . Picture Tone Reprudue- 
tion in TV Recording Fluorescent Lamp 
Interference Heater -Hum Reduction in 
Low -Level Amplifiers ... LowLead Picture - 
Tube Glass Design) 

Producing and Interpreting the Pulse 
Cross Donald M. Lainier 

Metallized Class Components for TV 
H. S. Cranmer 

oscillating Color Sequence in Color TV 
Ralph C. Peters 

Ethnxyline Plastics in the TV Industry 
Elliot N. Dorman 

Automatic TV Sync Generator....Calti,, Ellis 

OCTOBER 

TVE -grams t Metals. Allocations and Produc- 
tion . . . Conservation and Substitution . 

Materials far TI' Broadcasters Mobile 
TI' Caravan . . Color System Developments 

Colored .Solder . . On the Calendars 
Report on the First IRE UHF Symposium 

Bert Ely 
Ultrahigh Transmitter and Receiver Design 

and Application Ralph G. Peters 
Fringe -Area Performance Predictions 

Eugene .4. Slusser 
Polyethylene in TV.... Arthur J. Falconer, Jr. 
Powder Metal IF ('ere -. John P. Tanker 

NOVEMBER 

T\ -E -grams I The Military Impact ....Material 
Substitution ... Ahumfn inn Production for '52 

. Reflectoneter for TV -Radar Component 
Tests . . Magnetic Amplifiers ... TV Uni- 
versity Degrees) 

TV Picture Tubes With Iron Envelopes 
C. S. Ssegho and R. G. Pohl 

TV Studio Air Conditioning.. W. W. Kennedy 
UHF Transmission -Vine Prohlems.Bert M. Ely 
The 45 Kw T \' Station at Holme Moss. 

England F D. Bolt and O. E. Todd 
Ultrahigh Instrumentation Ralph G. Peters 
Producing and Interpreting the Pulse -Cross 

Donald M. Lainier 
Fringe -Area Performance Predictions 

E. .4. .Sl usser 

DECEMBER 

T V E -grams (Down mud l'p Consnoer .4110y 
mets . . Selenium Cell Shortage Looms ... 
Tons of Canadian Aluminum on Way . 

Rubber Plastics Developed... Barium Titan- 
ate Seen as Tithe Substitute . Atomised 
.Magnesium Ponder ... Compatible Color Ti' 
Field Tests.) 

l'HF and VHF Station Basic Equipment 
Layouts..L. E..4nderson and W. O. /ladloek 

Technique for Measurement of Radar 
Characteristics of Targets....Ralph G. Peers 

Convection Owns in TV Tube Pneiuctiun 
N. E. Berk 

Application: of Glycerine in TX- 
Milton A. Lesser 

Ultrahigh Receiving Antennas Bert M. Ely 
Annual Index to TELEVISION ENGINEERING, 

JanuaryDerenther, 1951. 

CUMULATIVE INDEX 

Alphabetically Arranged 

For Authors and Subjects 

A 

Accelerated Fabrication Ted - or, ut 
Miniature Equipment Jul' 

Accelerated Testing Techniques Apr. 
Air Conditioning, TV Studio; H'. 11-. Ken- 

nedy Nov. 
Allocations and Productions, Metals Oct. 
Allotments, Down and Up Consumer Dec. 
Aluminum on Way. Tons of Canadian Dec. 
Aluminum Production for 52 Nov. 
Amplifier Design, UHF RF; Ralph ( 

Peters July 
Amplifier Sensitivity with Noise Diode, De- 

termining; Bert Ely Mar. 
Amplifiers, Heater -Hum Reduction in Low - 

Level Sept. 
Amplifiers, Highlight Controls in Video; 

Ralph 1I. Cook Aug. 
Amplifiers, Magnetic Nov. 
.4nderson, L. E. and Hadlock, W. O.; l'HF 

and VHF Station Basic Equipment l.:s)- 
outs Dec. 

Annual Index to TELEVISION ENCtNEts- 
ING, januaryDecember, 1951 Dec. 

Antenna, Engineering a SuperGain T\ ; 

M. E. Iliehle Alay 
Antenna Engineering, Super -Bain TV; 

M. E. Iliehle June 
Antenna Matching. Automatic July 
Antenna Research, Design and Production, 

TV Receiving; Ralph G. Peters Feb. 
Antennas, Ultrahigh Receiving; Bert M 

Ely Dec. 
Application of Glycerine in TV; Milton A 

Lesser Dec. 
Application of Polarity Diplexing to Micro- 

wave Relay Systems; C. .4. Roseucrans.June 
Application, Ultrahigh Transmitter and Re. 

ceiver Design and; Ralph G. Peters Oct. 
Applications, Selenium Rectifiers f-.r TV; 

Rufus P. Turner Apr. 
Application Techniques, V II F, U H F Insula- 

tion Production and; Ralph G. Peters Mar. 
Atomized Magnesium Powder Dec. 
A Proposed Numbered Frequency Band 

Subdivision Plan; Chester II'. young Mar. 
Aspects of Engineering Quality into a Prod- 

uct, Human; Carl L. Gartner Jan. 
Audio Room Design, Improved July 
.Audio Systems Engineering; T\'; R. .4 

Irberg Jan. 
Auditore. C. J., T.V. Pulse Techniques Feb. 
Automatic Antenna Matching July 
Automatic Synchronizing Generator for T\'; 

Calvin Ellis Aug. 
.Automatic TV Sync Generator; (-alrin 

Ellis Sept. 

B 

Band Subdivision Platt, A Prnpesoi Num- 
bered Frequency; Chester It-. Young.... Mar. 

Barium Titanate Seen as Tube Substitute.. Dec. 
Basic Equipment Layouts, UHF and VHF 

Station; L. E..4nderson and W. O. Had - 
lock Dec. 

Bert!. N. E.; Convection Ovens in TV 
Tube Production Dec. 

Blueprint, Military and Civilian Produc- 
tion June 

Blue TV Lamp Design Report; R. D 
Chipp Aug. 

Bolt. F. D. and Todd, O. E.; The 15 -Kw 
TV Station at Holme Moss, England Nov. 

Boosted ERPs Livens TV Scene Aug. 
Broadcasters, Materials for TV Oct. 
Brush, John Af.; TV Video Switching July 
Business Orders, Small Feb. 

TeleVision Engineering, December, 1951 
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c 

Calculations, Expediting TV Receiver 
Noise; David A. Miller and E. A. Slur - 
ter Apr. 

Calendar. On the Oct. 
Cameras. Portable TA- Apr. 
Canadian Aluminum on Way, Tons of Dec. 
Capacitor, RF Feb. 
Capacitors, Filter Paper for Miniature May 
Capacity in Circuits by Frequency -Shift 

Method, Determining; Eugene A. Stus- 
ser July 

Caravan, Mobile TV Oct. 
Cathode -Coupled Clipper, Speed of Response 

of the; Philip F. Ordung and Herbert L 
Krauss Apr. 

Cathode -Coupled Clipper Response Speed; 
Philip F. Ordang and Herbert L. Kraass.May 

Cathode- Coupled Clipper Response Speed; 
Philip F. Ordung and Herbert L. 

Krauss June 
Cell Shortage Looms. Selenium Dec. 
Characteristics Impedance of Shielded 

Coils; Charles Susskind Mar. 
Characteristics of Targets Technique for 

Measurement of Radar; Ralph G. Peters. Dec. 
Charts for Resonant Coax Lines, Discon- 

tinuity Tuning; J. Gregg Stephenson Feb. 
Chassis, Hardware's Contributions to the 

Streamlined; E. M. Jeffrey Mar. 
Chipp, R. D.; Blue TV Lamp Design Re- 

Port Aug. 
Circuit Die Stamping. Mass Production 

Component and; Ralph G. Peters Jan. 
Circuitry, Printed Aug. 
Circuits by Frequency -Shift Method, De- 

termining Capacity in; Eugene A. Sias- 
July 

Civilian Production Blueprint, Military 
and June 

Clearing House for Technical Data, Gov- 
ernment Jan. 

Clipper, Speed of Response of the Cathode - 
Coupled; Philip F. Ordung and Herbert 
L. Krauss Apr. 

Clipper Response Speed, Cathode -Coupled; 
Philip F. Ordung and Herbert L 
Krauss May 

Clipper Response Speed, Cathode -Coupled; 
Philip F. Ordung and Herbert L. 
Krauss June 

Coax Lines, Discontinuity Tuning Charts 
for Resonant; J. Gregg Stephenson Feb. 

Coils, Characteristic Impedance of Shielded 
Cheeks Susskind Mar. 

Colored Solder Oct. 
Colorimetry Aug. 
Color Sequence in Color TV, Oscillating; 

Ralph G. Peters Sept. 
Color System Developments Oct. 
Color TV Field Tests, Compatible Dee. 
Color TV, Oscillating Color Sequence; 

Ralph G. Peters Sept. 
Compatible Color TV Field Tests Dec. 
Component and Circuit Die Stamping, Mass 

Production; Ralph G. Peters Jan. 
Component Design, New Trends; Ralph G. 

Peters May 
Component Manufacture, Liquid Resin Cur. 

ing in; Ralph G. Peters Aug. 
Component Miniaturization Techniques; 

Ralph G. Peters June 
Components for TV. Metallized Glass; 

H. S. Crammer Sept. 
Component Tests. Reflectometer for TV- 

Radar Nov. 
Conditioning, TV Studio Air; W. W. Ken- 

nedy Nov. 
Conference, 11F Measurement Feb. 
Conference Report, Trade - Practice July 
Conservation and Substitution Oct. 
Conservation Programs, Metal Mar. 
Construction, Mechanized Production and 

Unitized; Ralph G. Peters .Apr. 
Consumer Allotments. Down and Up Dec. 
Contributions to the Streamlined Chassis, 

Hardware's; E. M. Jeffrey Mar. 
Controlled Materials Plan, The June 
Controls in Video Amplifiers, Highlight; 

Ralph H. Cook Aug. 
Convection Ovens in TV Tube Production; 

N. E. Bert! Dec. 
Convention, Personals at the IRE Apr. 
Cook, Ralph IL; Highlight Controls in 

Video Amplifiers Aug. 
Cores, Powder Metal IF, John P. Tucker Oct. 
Cosine Deflection Yoke, The; Jobs Pell June 
Counter, Pulse Jan 
Crammer. H. S.; Metallized Glass Com- 

ponents for TV Sept. 
Critical Material Schedules July 
Curing in Component Manufacture, Liquid 

Resin; Ralph G. Peters Aug, 

D 

Data. Government Clearing House for 
Technical Jan. 

Defense Production News May 
Deflection Picture Tubes, 90° Apr. 
Deflection System Requirements, Horizon- 

tal; John .Varrace May 

TeleVision Engineering, December, 1951 

Deflection Yoke, The Cosine; John Pell...June 
Degrees, TV University Nov. 
Delayed Film Telecasting for Sports June 
Design and Application Ultrahigh Trans- 

mitter and Receiver; Ralph G. Peters. Oct. 
Design and Production, TV Receiving An- 

tenna Research; Ralph G. Peters Feb. 
Design Features of 30 -inch TV Receivers; 

Ricardo Munit Afay 
Design, Improved Audio Room July 
Design, Low -Lead Picture -Tube Glass Sept. 
Design, New Trends in Component; Ralph 

G. Peters Mae 
Design Report, Blue TV Lamp; R. D. 

Chipe Aug. 
Design Trends, Subminiature May 
Design, UHF RF Amplifier; Ralph G. 

Peters July 
Designs, UHF Tuner Apr. 
Determining Amplifier Sensitivity with 

Noise Diode: Bert Ely Mar. 
Determining Capacity in Circuits by Fre- 

quency- Shift Method; Eugene A. Slut - 
July 

Developed, Rubber Plastics 
Developments, Color System Oct. 
Developments. Tube Fabrication May 
Dielectric Standards, RF June 
Die Stamping, Mass Production Component 

and Circuit; Ralph G. Peters Jan. 
Digits, DO Feb. 
Diode, Determining Amplifier Sensitivity 

with Noise; Bert Ely Mar. 
Diplexing to Microwave Relay Systems, Ap- 

plication of Polarity; C. A. Rosencrans. -June 
Discontinuity Tuning Charts for Resonant 

Coax Lines; J. Gregg Stephenson Feb. 
Distortion in TV Pictures, Perspective; 

Edward C. Lloyd Jan. 
Distortion in TV Pictures, Perspective; 

Edward C. Lloyd Feb. 
DO Digits Feb. 
Dorman. Elliot .V.; Ethoxyline Plastics in 

The TV Industry Sept. 
Down and Up Consumer Allotments Dec. 
Drive, Steel and Iron Scrap July 

E 

Eidson, Jr., Herbert G.; Tricks in Tape 
Recording Mar. 

Ellis. Calvin; Automatic Synchronizing 
Generator for TV Aug. 

Ellis, Calvin; Automatic TV Sync Gen- 
erator Sept. 

Ely, Bert; Determining Amplifier Sensitiv- 
ity with Noise Diode Mar. 

Ely, Bert; Report on the first IRE UHF 
Symposium Oct. 

Ely, Bert M.; UHF Transmission -Line 
Problems Nov. 

Ely, Bert .t1.; Ultrahigh Receiving An- 
tennas Dec. 

Empire State Story, The Apr. 
Engineering a Super -Gain TV Antenna: 

M. E. Hickle May 
Engineering Quality into a Product, Human 

Aspects of; Carl L. Gartner Jan. 
Engineering, Super -Gain TV Antenna; 

M. E. Hiehle June 
Engineering, TV Audio Systems; R. A 

lsherg Jan. 
England, The 45 -Kw TV Station at Holme 

Moss; F. D. Bolt and O. E. Todd Nov. 
Envelopes, TV Picture Tubes With Iron; 

C. S. Ssegho and R. G. Pohl Nov. 
Equipment, Accelerated Fabrication Tech- 

niques of Miniature July 
Equipment Layouts. UHF and VHF Sta 

tion Basic; L. E. Anderson and W. O 
Hadlock Dec. 

Equipment Maintenance, TV Field; John 
B. Ledbetter July 

Ethoxyline Plastics in the TV Industry; 
Elliot N. Dorman Sept. 

Expediting TV Receiver Noise Calculations; 
David .4. .Diller and E. A..Slasser -Apr. 

F 

Fabrication Developments, Tube May 
Fabrication Techniques of Miniature Equip- 

ment, Accelerated July 
Falconer. .4rtkor J. Jr.; Polyethylene in 

TV Oct. 
Features of 30 -Inch TV Receivers; Design; 

Ricardo .Duni: May 
Field Equipment Maintenance, TV; Job 

B. Ledbetter July 
Field Tests, Compatible Color TV Dec. 
'50 Record, The Jan. 
'51, Predictions for Jan. 

'52, Aluminum Production for Nov. 
Figure Standards, Noise Feb. 
Films and TV Jan. 
Filter Paper for Miniature Capacitors May 
First IRE UHF Symposium, Report on the; 

Bert Ely Oct. 
Fluorescent Lamp Interference Sept. 
45 -Kw TV Station at Holme Moss, Eng- 

land, The; F. D. Bolt and O. E. Todd Nov. 
Freeze -Lift Promise Jan. 
Frequency Band Subdivision Plan, A Pro- 

posed Numbered; Chester W. Young Mar. 

Frequency -Shift Method, Determining Ca- 
pacity in Circuits by; Eugene A. Slusscr.July 

Fringe -Area Performance Predictions; E. 
A. Slusser Oct. 

Fringe -Area Performance Predictions; E 
A. Musser Nov. 

G 

Gartner, Carl L.; Human Aspects of En- 
gineering Quality into a Product Jan. 

Generator, Automatic TV Sync; Calvin 
Ellis Sept. 

Generator for TV, Automatic Synchroniz- 
ing; Calvin Ellis Aug. 

Glass Components for TV, Metallized; 
H. S. Crammer Sept. 

Glass Design, Low -Lead Picture -Tube Sept. 
Glass Soldering May 
Glycerine in TV, Application of; Milton 

A. Lesser Dec. 
Government Clearing House for Technical 

Data Jan. 
Gray Scale in Video Systems, The May 
Green Light for Repairs - Mar. 

H 

/lad lark, W. O. and .4nderson, L. E.; 
UHF and VHF Station Basic Equip 
ment Layouts Dec. 

Hardware's Contributions to the Streamlined 
Chassis; E. M. Jeffrey Mar. 

Heater -Hum Reduction in Low -Level 
Amplifiers Sept. 

HF Measurement Conference Feb. 
!Heide, M. E.; Engineering a Super -Gain 

TV Antenna May 
lliehlc. M. E.; Super -Gain TV Antenna 

Engineering June 
Highlight Controls in Video Amplifiers; 

Ralph H. Cook Aug. 
Highlights of the NTSC Report June 
High Power at Ultrahighs Afar. 
High Speed 'Scope Apr. 
Holme Moss, England, The 45 -Kw TV 

Station at; F. D. Bolt and O. E. Todd Nov. 
Hormone!, Maurice C.; Silicones in TV July 
Horizontal Deflection System Requirements; 

Joins Narrace May 
House for Technical Data, Government 

Clearing Jan. 
Human Aspects of Engineering Quality 

into a Product; Carl L. Gartner Jan. 
Human Engineering Feb. 

IF Cores, Powder Metal; John P. Tucker Oct. 
Impact, The Military Nov. 
Impedance of Shielded Coils, Characteristic; 

Charles Susskind Mar. 
Improved Audio Room Design July 
Improvements, Production Line Jan. 
Index to TELEVISION ENGINEERING, Janu- 

ary- December, 1951. Annual Dec. 
Industry, Ethoxyline Plastics in the TV; 

Elliot V. Dorman Sept. 
Industrial TV Apr. 
Instrumentation, Microwave Aug. 
Instrumentation, Ultrahigh; Ralph G. 

Peters Nov. 
Insulation Production and Application 

Techniques, UHF /VHF; Ralph G. Peters.Mar. 
Interference, Fluorescent Lamp Sept. 
Interpreting the Pulse -Cross, Producing 

and; Donald .D. Lasser Sept. 
Interpreting the Pulse- Cross, Producing 

and; Donald M. Leaner Nov. 
IRE Convention, Personals at the Apr. 
IRE UHF Symposium, Report on the 

First; Bert Ely Oct. 
Iron Envelopes, TV Picture Tubes With; 

C. S. Ssegho and R. G. Pohl Nov. 
Iron Scrap Drive. Steel and July 
Lobera, R. .4.; TV Audio Systems Engi- 

neering Jan. 

Jeffrey, E. SI.; Hardwaré s Contributions to 
the Streamlined Chassis Mar. 

g 

Kennedy. 1P. 11'.; TV Studio Air Condi- 
tioning Nov. 

Krauss, Herbert L. and Ordung, Philip F ; 
Speed of Response of the Cathode - 
Coupled Clipper Apr. 

Krauss. Herbert L.. and Drilling, Philip F ; 
Cathode -Coupled Clipper Response Speed May 

Kraust, Herbert L.. and Ordung, Philip F ; 
Cathode -Coupled Clipper Response Speed June 

L 

Lamp Design Report, Blue TV; R. D. 
Chipp Aug. 

Lamp Interference, Fluorescent Sept. 
Loaner, Donald M.; Producing and Inter- 

preting the Pulse -Cross Sept. 
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Lanner, Donald 31.; Producing and In- 
terpreting the Pulse -Cross Nov. 

Layouts, UHF and VHF Station Basic 
Equipment ; L. E. Anderson and II'. O 
Iladloek Der. 

Ledbetter. John B.; TV Field Equipment 
Maintenance July 

Ledbetter, John B.; T\' Maintenance and 
Safety :Measures June 

Ledbetter, John R.; TV Maintenance Prac- 
tices Apr. 

Ledbetter, John B.; T \' Maintenance Pro- 
cedures Feb. 

Lesser, Milton A.; Application of Glycerine 
i.t TV Dec. 

Light Loons as Major Factor in Color.. July 
Line Improvements, Product inn km. 
Lines, Disco ' - . T ' ('harts for 

Resonant Coax; J. Gregg Stephenson.... Feb. 
Liquid Resin Curing in Component Manu. 

facture; Ralph G. Petrrr Aug. 
Lloyd, Edward t .; l'erspectiv. Disturtiup 

in T\- Pictures J. 
Lloyd. Edward C.; Perspective Distortion 

in T \' Pictures Feb. 
Loons. Selenium ('ell Shortage Ike. 
Low -Lead Picture -Tube Glass Design Sept. 
Low -level Amplifiers, Heater-Hum Redue 

t' in Sept. 

M 

Magues Powder. . \t .mized I)re. 
Magnetic Amplifiers Nov. 
Maintenance Practices. TV; John B. Led- 

better \pr. 
Maintenance and Safety Measures, TV; 

John R. Ledbetter June 
Maintenance Procedures. TV; John R 

Ledbetter Feb. 
Maintenance, TV Field Equipment; John 

R. Ledbetter July 
Manpower Allocations tan. 
Manpower at the TV Station July 
Manufacture. Liquid Resin Curing in Com- 

ponent; Ralph G. Peters Aug. 
Mass Production Component and Circuit 

Die Stamping; Ralph G. Peters 
Matching. Automatic Antenna July 
Materials for T\- Broadcasters Oct. 
Materials. New June 
Materials Plan, The Controlled June 
Material Schedules, Critical July 
Material Substitution Nov. 
Measurement Conference. Il I' Feb. 
Measurement of Radar Characteristics of 

Targets. Technique fur; Ralph G. Peters. Dee. 
Measures. T\- 'Maintenance and Safety: 

John B. Ledbetter June 
Mechanized Production and Unitized Con- 

struction; Ralph G. Peters AM. 
Metal Conservation Programs Mar. 
Metal IF Cores, Powder; John P. Tucker Oet. 
Metal -Shell Rectangular l'roluctiun. 17- 

I nch Feb. 
Nletallized Glass Component, for TV; II 

S. ('taunter Sept. 
Metals, Allocations and Production Oct. 
Method, Determining Capacity in Circuits 

by Frequency-Shift; Iàtuen, A. Slusser July 
Mica Situation, The Sept. 
Microscopy, Televised km. 
Military and Civilian Production Blueprint June 
Military 'Impact, The Nov. 
Miller. David .4. and Musser. E. A.; Ex- 

lied' ' TV Receiver Noise ('alculations.Apr. 
Miniature Capacitors, Filter Paper for May 
Miniature Equipment, Accelerated Fabrica- 

tion Techniques of July 
Miniaturization Techniques, Component; 

Ralph G. Peters June 
Microwave Instrumentation Aug. 
Microwave Relay Systems, \p dication of 

Polarity Diplexing to; C..9. Roseterats Juna 
Mobile TV Caravan Oct. 
[poor, C. R.; Video Relay Switching Jan. 
.1lonro, C. R.; Video Relay Switching Felt. 
Mimic. Ricardo: Design Features of 30 

Inch TV Receivers May 

N 

. \arraee. John: Horizontal Deflection Sys- 
tem Requirements \lay 

New Materials June 
New Trends in Component Design; Ralph 

G. Peters Mg.- 
90' Deflection Picture Tubes \pr. 
Noise Calculations. Expediting TV Re- 

ceiver; David A. Miller and E..4. Stns 
ser \pr. 

Noise Diode, Determining Amplifier Sensi- 
tivity with: Bert Ely Mar. 

Noise Figure Standards Feb. 
Noise in Theatre TV. Randon May 
SPA Orders, The Jan. 
Numbered Frequency Baud Subdivision 

Plan. :\ Proposed; ('he.tter Il. Young.. Mar. 
NTSC Report. Highlights of the June 

o 
On the Calendar Oct. 
Orders, Snt:ll Business Feb. 

Orders, The Nl'A Jan. 
Ordau(r, Philip F. and Krauss. Herbert L.: 

Speed of Response of the Cathode- 
Coupled Clipper Apr. 

Ordunu, Philip F., and Krauss, Ilerbert L ; 
Cathode- Coupled Clipper Response Speed May 

Ordunr. Philip F.. and Krooss, Herbert L : 
Cathode- Coupled Clipper Response Speed June 

Oscillating Color Sequence in Color TV; 
Ralph G. Peters Sept. 

Ovens in TV Tube Production. ('unvecti, at; 
N. E. Rertl Dee. 

I >verseas T\' Oct. 

P 

Paper for Miniature Capacitors, Filter May 
)'ell. Jolts; The Cosine Deflection Yoke.. June 
Performance Predictions, Fringe -Area; 

E. A. .S'Ittsser Oct. 
Performance Predictions. FringeArea; E 

A. ,Slaasser Nov. 
Pers, mauls at the IRE Convention Apr. 
Perspective Distortion in TV Pictures; 

lid :card C. Lloyd Jan. 
Perspective Distortion in TV Pictures; 

Edward C. Lloyd Feb. 
Peters. Ralph G.; Component \Miniatnriza- 

tiou Techniques Jun; 
Peters. Ralph G.; Liquid Resin Curing in 

Component Manufacture Aug. 
Peters. Ralph G.; Mass Production Com- 

ponent and Circuit Die Stamping Jan. 
Peters. Ralph G.; Mechanized l'rodurtiun 

and Unitized Construction Apr. 
Peters, Ralph G.; New Trends in Cunt 

pottent Design May 
Peter.,. Ralph G.; Oscillating Color Se 

wiener in Color TV Sept. 
Peters. Ralph C.. Techniqu: fur Measure 

menu of Radar Characteristics of Tar- 
gets Dec. 

Peters. Ralph G.; -r\' Receiving Antenna 
Research, Design atri lnductiun Feb. 

Peters. Ralph (i.; l'HF RF Amplifier De- 
sign July 

Peters. Ralph G.; Ultrahigh Instrumenta- 
tion Nov. 

Peers. Ralph (L; l 'Itrahigh Transmitter 
and Receiver Design and Application Oct. 

Peters. Ralph G.; V H F/U H F Insulation 
Production and Application Techniques \I :v. 

Pictures, Perspective Distortion in TV; 
hidnnrd ( -. !-lord Jm. 

l'ichtres, Perspective Distortion in TV; 
Edward C. Lloyd Feb. 

Picture Tune Reproduction in TV Recturd 
ing Sept. 

Picture Tube (:lass Design. LowLead Sept. 
Picture Tubes, 90' Deflection \pr. 
l'irtnre Tubes \\'ith I Envel:,pes, TV: 

C V S: -rubo and R. G. !'oh, Nov. 
Plan, A Proposed Numbered Frequency 

Ilan! Subdivision; Chester II'. I ounp Mar. 
Plaits. Production Stepup Feb. 
Plan, The Controlled Material. June 
Plastics Developed, Rubber Dec. 
Plastics in the T \' Industry. Ethoxyline: 

Elliot N. Dorman Sept. 
MM. R. G. and S :enho. ('. S.: TV Picture 

TOM,. With Iron Envelopes Nov. 
Polarity Diplexing to Microwave Relay 

Systems, Applic :nini of; C. .9. Ros ell 
i Ill n.t June 

Polyethylene in T\'; Arthur 1. Falconer, 
!r. Oct. 

Pools, Production Aug. 
Portable TV Cameras Apr. 
Pow der. Atomized Alen llllll mi Dec. 
Power at l'Itrahigha, High Mar. 
powder Metal I F Cores; John P. Tacker Oct. 
Practices, TV Maintenance; John R. Led 

better Apr. 
Precautions in T\' Projection ROOMS 

Safety Aug. 
Predic ' s for '51 lam. 
Predictions, Fringe -Area Performance; li. 

A. Shisser Oct 
Predictions, Fringe -Area Performance; E 

.9. Musser Nov. 
Printed Circuitry Aug. 
Problems, l' IIF Transmission -Line; Bert 

.11. Ely Nov. 
Procedures, TV Maintenance; Job,, R. Led - 

better Feb. 
Producing and Interpreting the Pulse- 

Cross; Donald M. Lauver Sept. 
Producing and Interpreting the Pulse 

Cross; Donald M. Lauer Nov. 
Product. Human Aspects of Engineering 

Quality into a; Carl L. Gartner Jv:. 
Production and Application Techniques, 

VHF /l'HF insulation; Ralph G. Peters. Mar. 
Production and Unitized Construction. 

Mechanized; Ralph G. Peters Apr. 
Production Blueprint, Military and Ci- 

vilian June 
l'nnluction Component and Circuit Die 

Stamping, Mass; Ralph G. Peterr Jan. 
Production. Convection Ovens in TV Tube; 

A. E. Bert! Dee. 
Production for '52. Aluminum Nov. 
Production Line Improvements Jan. 
Pro nluctinn, Metals. Allocations and Oct. 

Production News, Defense \lay 
Production Pools Aug. 
Promue ' Progress Report, Receiver Aug. 
Production, 17.Inch Metal -Shell Rectangu- 

lar Feb. 
Product it in Stroup Plans Feb. 
Protbtuctiva1, i'V Receiving Antenna Re- 

search, Design and; Ralph G. Peters Feb. 
Programs. \Metal Conservation Mar. 
Progress Report. Receiver Production Aug. 
Projection Rooms, Safety Precautions itt 

TV Aug. 
Proposal, The Ultrahigh Apr. 
Proposed Numbered Frequency Rand Sub- 

division Plan A ; Chester W. )bunt Mar. 
Pulse Counter Jin. 
Pulse- Cross, Producing and Interpreting 

the; Donald M. Lauter Sept. 
Pulse- Cross, Producing and Interpreting 

the; Donald M. Lauter Nov. 
Pulse Techniques. TV; C..1. Audition. Feb. 

Q 

Qual it into a I rodurt, lluman Asp. et 
of Engineering; Carl L. Gartner Jan. 

R 

Rutulunn Noise in Theatre TV \lay 
Receiver Design and Application, Ultrahigh 

Transmitter and; Ralph G. Pelers Oct. 
Receivers. Design Features of 30 -Inch '1T: 

Ricardo Muni: \lay 
Receiver Noise Calculations, Expediting 

TV; David A. Slipper und E. A. Mas- 
ser Apr. 

Receiver Production Progress Report Aug. 
Receiving Antenna Research, Design and 

Production, T\'; Ralph G. Peters Feh, 
Receiving Antennas, lItrahigh; Bert M 

Lily Dec. 
Recording. Picture Tone Reproduction itt 

TV Sept. 
Recording Techniques, T\' June 
Recording. Tricks in Tape; Herbert G 

Eidson. Jr. Mar. 
Recording TV, Apr. 
Record. The '50 Jan. 
Rectangular Product' 17 -Inch Metal. 

Shell Feb. 
Rectifiers for TV Applications, Selenium; 

Rufus P. Turner Apr. 
Redue ' in Low-Level Amplifiers. Heater - 

Hum Sept. 
Reflectometer for TV -Radar Component 

Tests 
Relay Switching. Video; C. R. .1 /aturo Jan. 
Relay Switching, Video; C. R. Monro Feh. 
Relay Systems. Application of Polarity Di- 

plexing tu NI icrtnvave; C. .4. Rise n- 
rraur J 

Repairs, Green I.i ght for Mar. 
Report. Blue 7T i.:unp Designs: R. I/ 

Chipe Aug. 
Report, Highlights of the NTS(' June 
Report ou the First IRE l'HF Symp- tsi um; 

Bert Ely Itct. 
Report, Receiver Production Progress Aug. 
Report. Trade - Practice Conference July 
Reprmluction in TV Recording. Picture 

Tone Sept. 
Requirements, Horizontal Deflec ' Sys- 

tem; John .Varrace May 
Resin Curing in Component Manufacture 

Liquid; Ralph G. Peters \ug. 
Research. Design and Production, TV Re- 

ceiving Antenna -, Ralph G. Peters Fell. 
Resonant Cnax Lines. Discontinuity Tun- 

ing Charts for; J. Great, .Stephenson, , Feb. 
Response i the Cathode- Coupled Clipper, 

Speed of: Philip F. Ordunl and lier - 
bert L. Krauss Apr. 

Response Speed, Cathode- Coupled Clipper; 
Philip F. Ordunr and Herbert L. 
Krauss \Iay 

Response Speed. Cathode- Coupled Clipper: 
Philip F. Ordunp and Herbert L 
Krauss June 

RF Amplifier Design. UIIF; Ralph G 
Peters July 

RF Capacitor Feb. 
RF Dielectric Standards June 
Rooms Design. Improved Audio July 
Rooms, Safety Precautions in T \' Projec- 

tion Aug. 
Rosetterats, C. A.; Application of Polarity 

Diplexing to Microwave Relay Systems . Jouie 
Rublt-r Plastics Developed Dec. 

S 

Saft ty Measures, TV :Maintenance and; 
Jolts R. Ledbetter June 

Safety Precautions in TV Projection 
Rooms Aug 

Scale in \ideo Systems, The Gray May 
Schedules, Critical Materials July 
'Scope, High Speed Apr. 
Scrap Drive, Steel and Iron July 
Selenium Cells Shortage Looms Dec. 
Seknitun Rectifiers for TV Applications; 

Rufus P. Turner Apr. 
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Sensitivity with Noise Diode, Determining 
Amplifier; Bert liiy \hr. 

Sequence in Color TV, Oscillating Color: 
Ralph C. Peters Sept. 

IT. Inch \petal -Shell Rent:urgnlar Produc- 
tion Feb. 

Shielded Coils. Characteristic Impedance of: 
('harles Slrsskind Mar. 

Shortage L «,ms. Selenium Cell Ih-c. 
Shunts, Thermal FtL. 
Silicones its TY; Maurice C. !Lommel July 
Situation, The Mica Sept. 
.s lisser, !'. .4.; Determining Capacit in 

Circuits by Frequency -Shift M eth,ol.. Iuly 
She.rrrr, E. ,4. . and Miller. David .4.; Ex - 

pediting T \- Receiver Noise Calculat ion :\ pr. 
.Shtsser, F. .-1.; Fringe -Area l'crfurmanct- 

Predictions Oct. 
S /usser, E. :1.: Fringe-Area Performance 

Prediction. NOV. 
Small -Business Activity Sept. 
Small Business Order. Feb. 
Solder, Colored Oct. 
Soldering, Glass May 
S d and T\' Nov. 
Speed of Response of the Cathle- (',.pled 

Clipper; Philip F. Ordunp and Herbert I. Arauss \pr. 
Speed, Cathode -Coupled Clipper Response; 

Philip F. Ordunn and Herbert L. 
Krauss May 

Speed, Cathode- C,,upled Clipper Response; 
Philip F. ordrtn,r and Herbert L. 
Krauss June 

Speed 'Scope, High 
Stamping, Mass Production Conti. ment and 

Circuit Die; Ralph (:, /'creel hut, 
Standards. Noise Figure Feb. 
Standards. RF Dielectric 1 

Station at Holme Muss. England. The 
45 -Kw TV; F. D. Bolt and O. F. Todd Nov. 

Station Basic Equipment payout.. I' I I F 
and VHF; L. E. --lndersun und 11'. (I 
lladloek Dec. 

Steel and Iron Scrap Drive July 
.Vephen.so, , I. Gregg; Disc.. unlit) Tuning 

('harts for Resonant Coax Lines Fei. 
Stepup Plans, Production Feb. 
Story. The Empire State \pr. 
Streamlined Chassis, Hardware's Contribu- 

' s tu the; E. M. Jeffrey Mar. 
Studio . \ir C 'Binning, T\': W. W. Ken- 

nedy Nov. 
Studio Lighting Mar. 
Subdivision Pian, A Proposed Numbered 

Frequeucy Band: 1 heater I1'. I'M lia l ar. 
Subminiature Design Trends May 

AMPERITE 
Studio Microphones 

at P.A. Prices 

Ideal for 
BROADCASTING 

RECORDING 

PUBLIC ADDRESS 
'The ultimate in micro- 
phone quality," says 
Evan Rushing, sound 
engineer of the Hotel 
New Yorker. 

Shout right into the 
new Amperite Micro - 
phone-or stand 2 feet 
away- reproduction is 

always perfect. 
Not affected by 

any climatic conditions. 
Guaranteed to with. 

stand severe "knocking 
around." 

RBLG -200 ohms 
RBHG -Hi -imp. 

List $42.00 

"Kontak" Mikes 
Model SKH, list $12.00 
Model KKH, list $18.00 

Special Introductory 
Offer, 

ISpecial 
ff 

Write for SP 
illustrated folder 

Offer: and 4-page 

AMPER /TE &mpany ins. 
561 BROADWAY NEW YORK 12. N. Y. 

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. Ltd., 560 King St. W., Toronto 

"Tris\ isiun Engineering. I)eeensb,, 1951 

Sul ' lturizat in Action.,... \I.. 
Substitute, Ba 'F itana to Ss n I : . l a , 

Substitution, Conservation and. I It 

Substitution. \lateri:al 
Super-Gain T \' Antenna 1.] -:.. 

.51. E. ll ieIJe 
Super-Gain T \' Antenna Iiu: 

.1/. E. liiehJe Lune 
.Sussáiud, Charles: Characteristic Imp,' I.. 

of Shielded Coils \l ar. 
Switching. TV Video; Jolts, M. Brush I my 
Switching, Video Relay; , If. 11.,. Jan. 
Switching, Video Rel:,> Feb. 
Symposium. Report uu II, I -t I k I -. 1 -III ; 

Bert Ely I I. 

Sync Generator, Automat it TV; t.a/tin 
Ellis . 

Synchronizing Generator for 'l' \ -. Auto. 
'italic; Calvin Ellis Aug. 

System Requirements. II,rizout;d 
lion; John Na rrarr 

Systems. Application of Polarity Dipl,. 
to Microwave Relay: ('.:I. Rusene r,,h I 

Systems Devclopnæuts, Color act. 
Systems Engineering. TV .\ mho; R. .1 

l sber,, I. 
Systems, The Gray Scale in Video \I 
Sapho, C. S. and /'a!,/. R. (;.; TV l'ir. 

titre Tubes \\'ith Iron Envelope. \.n 

T 

Tape Recording, 7, 'eks in; /Ierbert 
/Eidsw n. lr \Itr. 

'Forgets. Technique for \Ie: :snren,cnt of 
Radar Characteristics id: Ralph G 
liters Der. 

Technical It:oa, (;overnment Clearing 
HMIS.' for Jan. 

Technique \I..- Irement of Radar 
Characterf.vn- . t l'a rget.: Ralph G 
l'eter Dec. 

Techniques. Accelerated Testing \pr. 
feel ' pies, Component \I iniatnrizatim,: 

Ralph ( ;. l'etere June 
Techniques of Jliniature Equipment, Ac- 

celerated Fabrication July 
Techniques, 'T\' Pulse; ('. J. ;li 1,1ore Feb. 
Teel niInes. TV Recording Inn, 
Techniques, \fl Fi l'lIP Insulation l'roduc- 

tion and .\pplic :t ; Ralph (;. liter. \Jar. 
Televised Microscopy hu,. 

-Testing Techniques. Accelerated Apr. 
Tests, Compatible Color T \' Field Itie. 
Tests. Reflrctometer for T \'Radar l'um- 

pnnent Nos. 
Theatre T \'. Rand,. Noise in \hey 
The Control Iced \I aterials Phu, 1 

"l'he (''sine )eflectiuu Yoke; Jahn Pell ....,I 
The Empire State Story \pr. 
The 4 -Kw T \- Station at Ilolma \b 

England; F. D. Bolt and u. E. Tod,!.. var. 
The 50 Record hu,. 'fir y S,:de in Video Systems \IIy 

Mica Situation :,lit. 
Th,. \I ilit:,r I ,npaet :\n. 
The N l'.\ t biter. tan. 
'thrrm:d Shunts F, -b. 
Thu Freeze Lift and N l':\ .... S. -. 

The I'Itr,,high l'ropo,a1 
o Inch I'\' Receivers, Resign i , , g,, - 

Ri do 1/ rnr is 
I .4,1. O. U. and l( l/. F. D.: Th. I I. 

TY Station at Ilolm, \loss. 
'/'one Reprmluction n. l'\' 

time 
Camoh:,, \ \\..,I 

Trade- l'ractic, ( I(,p _I Iul. l' bl,ms, 1.11F; /ter/ 
I/. /lit. 

Tratmu,ittrr :mil R,,, err l)e.ign ate! A\p- 
'tientiou. I ltr;,high: Ralph t;. l'eters....u, 

Tr,nd. its ('ompuu,nt D,.icn, New; Ro/ph 
l,. ferre:, \I 

Trends. Submìuiatur, t)rsi ̂ u \ 
Tricks in Tape Recording: Herbert ,;. I iJ- 

J,'. 
'Pubs. Fabrication Drvrlopnnutn \! 
Tula l'rv,ductiun,, t'ouvti. n, I I,. . - 

"ES': S. F. Bert! I 

Tube Subtittn,. Itariton Titai.,i, , - II,. 
Tube., qB° Deflection l'icnn.. \, 
TOR-. With Iron En lop,., . 

1. .1..5 ?en /r,. nad R. I,. Pohl 
Tucker. Inlu, l'.; I'owd,r \I,t:J II I - 

-l'user Designs, l'It l 

. nning Charte for Rev-in-tilt Co., 
Discontinuit. : !. Grenu ......I 

Turner. Mitres l'.; Selenium Rectitiers fur 
TV .\pps,ati, \ 

T\' .\ntenn :1. laigiueering ,, Sopert;ain: 
Il. F. /urbi, 

T\' Antenna, Engineering. Super-tiaiu; 
I!. F. llirhlr I 

T \', Application of l;l.,i u, 
Lesser l,, 

-f\- \pplicatioun, Ss-tritium It( ...tills., for: 
Rufus P. Tanner 

.Sudi,. Systems F :ngineering: R. .1. I, 
hero I. 

'\', . \ut "manic Synchronizing Grneror, 
for: ('aItiu 

IContinaed on page 301 

l', 

Model 59 

MEGACYCLE 
METER 

2.2 mc. to 400 mc. 
Frequency Accuracy ± 

MULTI -PURPOSE 
INSTRUMENT 

For determining the resonant frequency of 
tuned circuits, antennas, transmission 
lines, by -pass condensers, chokes, coils. 
For measuring capacitance, inductance, 
O, mutual inductance. 
For preliminary tracking and alignment 
of receivers. 
As an auxiliary signal generator, modu- 
lated or unmodulated. 
For antenna tuning and transmitter nu- 
trolizing, power off. 
For locating parasitic circuits and spurious 
resonances. 
As a low sensitivity receiver for signal 
tracing. 

And Many Other Applications 

FREQUENCY: 

2.2 m . to 400 mc.; 
seven plug -in cois. 

POWER SUPPLY. 

110.120 volts, 50.60 
cycles; 20 worts. 

MODULATION: 
C W or 120 cyder, or 

external. 

DIMENSIONS: 
Power Unit: S %' stride, 
6% 

- 
high; Tyr' deep. 

Oscillator Unit: 3% 
diameter, 2 - deep. 

Write for literature 

MEASUREMENTS 
CORPORATION 

BOONTON o NEW JERSEY 
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PPoductih 4/do 
llereeling Ten.. 

A TENSION, engineered to handle sery fine 
wire in automatic winding equipment as 
well as manually controlled machines, has 
been introduced. Sizes of wire handled 
are no. 30 to 50 on spools up to 3" diam- 
eter. 

Model can he used in multiple or single 
winding, and can be mounted side by side 
on a common support for multiple winding. 
Space required in such an arrangement is 
only 1í" per head. Patented anti -kink 
ring is said to present wire tangling or 
knotting. Spool clip i- transparent plastic 
to allow operator to .1..erve wire supply. 
T -100; Geo. Stevens tltg. Co.. Inc., l'ula.sii 
Road ai Peterson. Chicago .30, W. 

St Detesting Tension 

Carbon Soldered to 3letal Process 
A CARBON -TO -NI ETA I. so LUERI AC PROCEss 

which can be used for contacts, small 
brushes, friction devices and many other 
purposes, has been developed. 

Method is said to permit welding cart 
contacts directly to metal arms: carbon 
brushes can be soldered to phosphor bronze 
or beryllium copper leaf springs, thus 
eliminating brush holders and shunts and 
simplifying equipment design. Stack pole 
Carbon Co.. St. ,Marys, Pa. 

Selflocking Anchor Nuts 
SELFWCKING ANCHOR NUTS of all spring - 

steel have been produced. 
Nut consists of a flanged anchoring por- 

tion integral with a thin -walled drawn shell, 
which is tapped throughout its length, 
crimped and heat treated. 

Nut is claimed to permit use in high 
temperature applications up to 700 °, and 
is not adversely affected by lubricants or 
solvents. Available in the solid- anchor 
floating -anchor and gang -channel type of 
the %" size. -Kavnar Nanulacturing Co., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Mechanical Switch 
A MECIIANICAI. sWtTCH, which works on 
the teeter -totter principle with selective 
circuits, preventing both circuits from 
being operative at the same time, has been 
introduced. Single cord receptacle is 
claimed to eliminate harness assemblies; 
all wiring connections are made inter- 
nally.- Lektro Lok: Simonds Machine Co., 
Inc., Southbridge, Mass. 

/finding Post 

1 BINDING POST, which incorporates a quick 
disconnect principle, with a spring -loaded 
art' and stainless steel locking jaws, has 
been announced. 

Teflon insulation throughout is said to 
provide low dielectric loss, no moisture 
absorbance, no carbon tracking, and the 
maintenance of mechanical properties in 
the binding post temperature application 
range of 67° F to +149° F. Color coded 
removable rubber caps can be provided for 
identification and personnel protection. 
l nit is -.dyer plated to the hase, which is 
a li --nuut type for easy soldering. -- .Model 
ka52: /sings Electronics Co.. Inc., 30 .11ar- 
blednle Rd.. Tuekahoe, N. Y. 

Kings Electronics Binding Post 

.Vvlon Plug Base 

A NYLON PLUG IIASE for capacitors of iii.' 
type CE50 series. fitting a standard me- 
d' octal socket, has been developed. Suit- 
able for use in capacitors made under 
JA \ -C-62 specifications. 

Base is said to have a melting point in 
excess of 425° F. Slight resiliency of the 
material is claimed to eliminate danger of 
base cutting cathode tabs and also results 
in a better seal to the metal can.---Model 
1800; industrial I)erices. Inc.. 22 Stale 
Rd Edgewater. V. 1. 

Solder Pot for Tit g Fornn,r mod 
Long Leads 

A TH ERMO.T.ATICALLY- CONTRODIED s/tt1ER 
Pon that features a crucible 41/e" deep by 
I2¿" diameter. for tinning formvar wire 
and long leads. has been developed. 

Crucible is tapered down at -15 °. :Avail- 
able in 4 temperature ranges: maxims m. 
1200° F. minimum. 800° F: 1000° F 
maximum. 700° F minimum: 800° F maxi- 
mums, 500° F minimums; and 600° F maxi- 
mum. 400° F minimum. Models -Ii, 42. 
4.3, 44; Dee Electric Co., 1101 S. Paulina 
St., Chicago 22. III. 

Stainless .Steel Fastenings 
STUB Lt:.. .TEE/. FA.TENI ]GS for cap 
screws. machine screws. sheet metal and 
wood set screws, nuts, washers, etc., have 
been produced. Included are small screws 
in class 3: 0 /80. 1/72.2/64 up to 1 ', with 
AN drilled (heads. Special screw machine 
products are also available. -Star Sain less 
Screw Co.. 190 Union Are.. Paterson 2. 
V. J. 

9,i4 tumen t4 
Pulse -Train Calibrator 

A CALIBRATOR for the generation of pulse 
trains, has been developed. Includes 
plugin type construction, and an added 
selection of pulses available from rotary 
switches. 

Calibrator has 17 differo.nt pulse rates 
available at the output connections, and 
may be used as a secondary frequency 
standard, as a master timing oscillator for 
pulse equipment, for tlu' generation of tim- 
ing signals for oscillographic recording. 
and the detection of jitter in delayed 
signals. 

Simultaneous nut puts haying the follow- 
ing pulse spacings are available: 10, 100. 
1,000. 10.000. and 100,000 microseconds. 
Additionally, a selection of one of the fol- 
lowing pulse spacings is available: 20. 
50. 200, 500, 2,000, 5,000, 20,000, 50,000 
and 200,000 microseconds. -Model D -l: 
Rutherford Electronics Co.. .3707 South 
Robertson Blvd.. Culvert Litt, t ulü. 

a- alii,,/ ilfyíj /ftff %%ff 

Rutherford Electronics Calibrator 

Audio Oscillator 

AN AI tlo OSCILLATOR with only two -fre- 

quencies. 400 and 1.000 cycles, and useful 
as a modulating source for high -frequency 
oscillators, has been introduced. 

lhiit is said to provide a 0.2 -watt output. 
with less than 3% distortion, and is ade- 

quate for bridge measurement work and 

many other fixed -frequency applications. 
Own (Rower supply is built in. 

Iron -core tuning inductance has an iso- 
late,' output coupling coil. thus allowing a 

117 \71 :T diode- pentode, used as a voltage 

douhler. to work directly off the ac line. - 
1211 -.-I ; General Radio Co., 27.5 Ilassachu- 
.tetts Ave., Cambridge 39, Mass. 

G -R Audio Oscillator 
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SroaQca,á t new 

Camera Drive Systems 

A DRIVE xYSrEAi for synchronized motion 
picture camera operation has been an- 
nounced. System is said to operate a 
series of motion picture cameras, taking 
their pictures at the same time to close 
tolerance. 

Maximum possible deviation of shutter 
position in this system, which utilizes cir- 
cular rotating camera shutters, is claimed 
to be less than 1 °, which at 12 frames per 
second is equivalent to an accuracy of 
23° microseconds. As frame frequency in- 
creases, the angular accuracy remains 
essentially unchanged ssluile the time ac- 
curacy decreases. 

System has been applied to a 35-mm 
motion picture camera which uses inter- 
changeable magazines having capacities 
of 400' and 1000' of film; is not only 
limited to one camera type. but is equally 
applicable for use with a number of mo- 
tion picture. scientific, and ribbon -frame 
cameras, and motion picture and process 
projec tors. -Servo -Sync Camera Drive Sys- 

tem; J. A. Maurer, Inc.. Photographic In- 
strumentation Division, 37.01 31st St., 
Long Island l:ili I. A'. Y. 

Maurer Servo -Sync Camera Drive System 

Power Amplifiers 
A %tII.IFIEas 10 PERMIT stations to boast 
power on loss and high bands have been 
developed. 

Available is a 35-kw amplifier for low - 
channel transmitters and a 20 -kw ampli- 
fier for high channel use to permit sta- 
tions to produce the proposed maximum 
powers of 100 kw for low- channel opera- 
tion and 200 kw for high -channel stations. 

Amplifiers have been designed to oper- 
ate with all current makes of 5 -kw trans - 
mitters. --Type TF -3 -.4: G. E. broadcast 
equipment Sir ilion. 

IIIN1111t V\ 
(ZONA 

* Sacramento 

* NEVADA 
San Francisco 

CALIFORNIA ARIZONA 

O Hollywood 

NEW MEXICO 

Albuquerque 

* Phoenix 

1111111111111111111111141111 

*To better serve Arizona, we are pleased 
to announce the opening of our Phoenix office, 32 West Jefferson 
Street, under the direction of William R. Saxson, Field Engineer. 

A . RfELY E1TERPRISES 
ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES 

MAIN OFFICE: HOLLYWOOD 7422 Melrose Avenue 

ALBUQUERQUE 

107 So. Washington St. 

Protects Home and TV 

SAN FRANCISCO SACRAMENTO 

2830 Geary Blvd. 309 Ochsner Bldg. 

The Largest Selling 

LIGHTNING ARRESTER 
At Any Price! 

G.E. 35 -kw Low -Channel Amplifier Setup. 

TeleVision Engineering, December, 1951 

$225 
Set Against Lightning LIST 
Hazards 

U.S. Potent No. D -4664 

Installs anywhr 
No wire stripping, cutting or 
splicing 

(Complete with strap and ground wire.) 

OVER 1,000,000 IN USE TODAY( 
S Your Jobbr or Write for 

Form No. 84 

MANUFACTURING CO., let. 
fi111.M itis 

.10 x rw..,,.. Y...wu°N 

for 

SPECIAL 
insulation 
problems of 

Po/1ethic/ene 
Uiny! AND 

. we offer our facilities 
for special compounds, 
special design, extrusion 
and fabrication. Consult: 

Extruded Products Dtv. 

GERING 
PRODUCTS 

Pioneers in Electronic Insulation 
DEPT. TV 

KENILWORTH. N. J. 

2 : 
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Group 
Subscription 

Plan 
You Save Half of the Subscription Price if 
Four or More Orders, Including Your Own, 

Are Properly Entered on This Form 

TELEVISION ENGINEERING 
52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17, N. Y. 

NGINEERING 

Two years (24 issues) at the rate of $3.00 each. This rate applies only on 4 or 
subscriptions when occupations are given.) Regular cost is $3.00 frr one year. 

USE COUPON BELOW 

more 

Name 
Address 
City 
Occupation Title 
Department in which employed 

Operation Production Research 
Employed by 
Nature of Business 

(State if TV Manufacturer, TV Broadcast Station, etc.) 

Zone Sta'e 

Name 
Address 
City Zone State 
Occupation Title 
Department in which employed 

Operation Production Research 
Employed by 

Nature of Business 
(State if TV Manufacturer, TV Broadcast Station, etc.) 

Name 
Address 

City Zone State 
Occupation Title 
Department in which employed 

Operation Production R h 

Employed by 

Nature of Business 
(State If TV Manufacturer, TV Broadcast Station. etc.) 

Name 
Address 

City Zone State 
Occupation Title 
Department in which employed 

Operation Production R h 

Employed by 
Nature of Business 

(State if TV Manufacturer, TV Broadcast Station. ate.) 
Business or professional classifications are required to complete our records. Each subscriber should 
write one of the following classification. in apace indicated. Use separate sheet of paper for 

additional names. 

CHIEF ENGINEER ENGINEER EXECUTIVE 
PURCHASING AGENT 

State your classification if not listed. 
DEPARTMENT MANAGER 

This Group Sent in by- 
Name 

Address 

28 

Industry Literature 
Ferro.scube ! i,t n. of America, _ i) E. I l-t 
`t., New l m 1, 17. N. Y.. has released a 
12 -page bulletin. FC.i100. entitled Intro- 
duction to the Application of Ferro.trabe, 
which features data tin the use tif ferro - 
magnetic ferrites as magnetic cores. \Iei 
di- cu-sed are the effects of copper, edd 
current, IisIere -i -. and residual losses in 
magnetic material- as they pertain 10 in- 
ductor design. 

American Platinum Works, 231 New Jerse) 
Railroad Are., Newark, N. J.. has pub - 
lished a 48 -page pocket -sin' manual. Lam. 
plete Guide to Successful Silt-er Brazing, 
describing low -temperature brazing. braz- 
ing alluvs, joint design. preformed brazing 
shapes, plynielals. fluxing. heating methods, 
cleaning and inspection. Reference charts 
are included. 

John F. Rider Publisher, In, }8(t (:anal 
St.. New lark 13. N. l., ha- published a 

second edit' of Broadcast Operator's 
Handbook, by Harold E. Emirs, WIRE. 
Book (-users day -it. -day broadca -t (in.-rating 
practice in control rooms, the master eun- 
irul, remote control, and the transmitter. 
One chapter corers meeting emergencie- 
in the control roan) and maintenance of 
studio equipment. Rook features AM and 
F \I. Contains 110 page-. and is priced at 

I)atce It:sin:tarnts. l.td.. 130 l xbridge Rd., 
Ilanw ell. London R 7. England, has re- 
leased a b -page brochure de- cribing instru- 
ments for reistor -, capacitor -. inductors, ai 
oscillator- and dc -ources, meter- and in- 
dicators. and speed-measuring equipment. 

General Electric (:a.. Schenectady 5. N. Y., 
has published an 80 -page catalog. GE(:- 
IOU). summarizing all of their testing and 
nteasurims equipment for laboratory and 
production -line use. 

Laruwn Electric Advertising Dept., P.O, 
liox 75, Lincoln Heights Station, Los An- 
geles 31. Calif.. ha- released a :12 -page 
handbook. 5/1/4. I sink the -I '\ - II Con- 
nector. describing connector- for aircraft, 
radar, inslrununl and general applications. 

lludson Radin and TI Corp., 48 1C. 18111 

St., New 1 ork 19. N. N... ha- prepared a 

.1v, 0 (- ro.ss- Reletene e Guide, -hulling joint 
lmy and \ass component- and their 
commercial cquisalents, and emninercial- 
toconunercial rtplisalent -. 

South Ricer lletal Product. t 0., Inc., 
South River. N. J, has released a catalog 
on antenna mounts and acce-- ,rie -, In- 
eluded are a chimney -mount antenna base, 
two -piece chimney nt,uiint for high masts. 
adju stable Ball brackets. pipe mount s, and 
oilier types of nunutt bracket- and hard - 
ss are. 

Clarostat Ilfg. Co Inc.. Hos er, New 
Hampshire, has released a catalog. No. .iI, 
listing carbon and wire -wound control -, 
attachable shafts and sss itches. ratan 
- ss itches. constant- impedance control- and 
sound --s stem attcmtators, tube -type re- 
sistors and ballasts. line -voltage regulators, 
fixed and adjustable power resistors. passer 
rheostats, glass -insulated flexible resistors, 
l -v beam benders. and the Clara -tat power 
resistor decade box. 
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7(1 Pevt4 (eì7/ew 
Bit Resistors 

R\T to.snTUU, ssilh .oldered lugs, in a 
range from single ection chapron -wound 
De a 4- sain' resistor.. and multi -pi wind- 
ings. have bran announced. 

Resistance values are one ohm to une 
megohin. Wattage ratio sari" from ty 
to I watt. Available in a variety of rr- 
-i.taner wire alloys and imprgatiun treat- 
ments. BIT -IR; Cinema Engineering 
Burbank. Cal, 

:,¡1.- /4.7" . 
Cinema Engineering Resistors 

Tubular Ceramic Capacitors 
TIBULAR .;ERA]IIC s: %I.%CITPH, with a 6000- 
volt rating have been announced. 

Available in eleven capacitance values 
from 4.7 to 47 odd. S /.7.1 : .4erorn.t 
Corp.. Arc Bedford..11oss. 

a a ,. 

Cathode Followers 
\ 'F.KIL, of r: ATHnllt: Ft11.1.Ow 1.Ih, dc.ign.d 

tu terminate piezoelectric pickup, and 
other high impedance des ice. into standard 
electronic equipment. i. now available. 

Models feature high input impedance, 
low input capacitance, wide frequency re- 
sponse. Iuw noise level, high overload. 

:\n art model has a frequency resp.ruse 
of 1 to _HNk(KNI cps; input itupedan.e. 60 
megaliti,: input capacitance. 5 nimbi; 
output impedance of 1000 ohms: gain. 
0,99: noise level, under 0.3 millivoh: over. 
loading. 611 stills. Input and output block- 
ing capacitor provided. Tubes: 1.6AK5 
and 6X4. F -103 and F4105 I hattery oper- 
ated), and F407, aer (:ultori llanufnrlur. 
ing (.ierp., lleluchen, N. J. 

WHEN YOU CHANGE 

YOUR ADDRESS 
Be sure to notify the Subscription 

Department of TELEVISION ENCT- 
NEERINC, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New 
York 17, N. Y.. giving the old as 
well as the new address, and do this 
at least four weeks in advance. The 
Post Office Department does not 
forward magazines unless you pay 
additional postage, and we cannot 
duplicat.2 copies mailed to the old 
address. We ask your cooperation. 

Iliniatur,' l'ml.se Transformers 
\ I I x i t l l I t l l ' 1 La. I It 1y.t.,R\II IN. 7 I4" ' 

16' s with wei_lu I,.- Ih :ui 11.1 

ounce, designed for law -power application, 
have been announced. 

Trans(unnt-rs have Vern built in a range 
from 0.2 microsecond to over 5 micro. 
second. pulse widths. when used as a 
blocking. oscillator. Two. three and four 
winding unit- with and without center - 
taps art- obtainable to fit particular circui- 
try regliirements. Features are said to 1w 
fast rise time, with a minimum decay. 
Standard Ireq;unev response is from 100 
kc to 31) me. which can be shifted to a 
higher or loser Irequeney range as may 
be required. Transformer- may br built 
of class H materials for continuous opera- 
tion at 210' C. 

Transformer, can be II -ed in airburn,- 
radar, and other coded pulse sources.- 
Samuel Fang. General Vintager. P( f 

Electronics. Inc., 6368 lle %on gyre -f,e.. 
llndhuvuul 2$. Calii. 

PCA Miniature Pulse Transformers 

Ceramic Disc Capacitors 
Two 1.1\Ea nF CE:ltvvl u,: mist: capacitors 
have been announced. 

one line of temperature- ecrmpen -at ion 
disc capacitor.. which are said to have a 
rapacity range of 475 tumid on the 1)1.6 
\I100 material down to .3 nimbi on the 
1)1.1 size, with toleranrrs of ± 5'4 or 
greater, conform to R1- \IA clas. I cer 
capacitors. Rated for working sohage at 
300 volts de and flash tested at 1500 volts 
dc, 

Another line features hi -O dise capaci- 
tors which are said to permit a much 
wider temperature compensating range. 
and relatively higher dielectric constants. 
(1. a mininnun of 250 at 1 mc, is -i1111'- 
is hat lower than the class 1 ceramics. - 

Electrical Reactance Corp., Engineering 
Dept., Olean, 'V. Y. 

fd 
ERC Ceramic Capacitors 

third-Type 9 -Pin Connector mull Plug 
: \ \" ur.1 si- lyl't: 9 -1.1N CoNv 'tali AND t'I.t e. 

ton us w¡ill i,!,i converter. or wherever a 
small connector is needed. has been devel- 
oped. 

Connector is claimed to (lase long leak- 
age paths providing good breakdown rat- 
ing. and top connected contacts which use 
the mininnun of critical material. 

Featured are leads attached directly to 
the contact; no projecting solder terminals: 
11N)', molded insular' around each con- 
tact and lead: each lead isith individual 
-train relief; and wire tip crimped. 201) 
EEC connector, 109 C plug; .olden Prod. 
i,.is Co., Brockton. Bass. 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION 

AVIATION CORPORATION 

TV RECEIVER DESIGN ENGINEERS 

-Progressive TV Design Section 
has excellent opportunity for highly 
experienced men with proven abil- 
ity. Desirable openings also avail- 
able for promising young engineers. 
We will be pleased to discuss 
salaries at all levels. 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS --At all 
salary and experience levels, 

RESEARCH ON: Antennae, Servo- 
mechanisms, Microwave nets. and 
other phases of communications 
and navigation equipment, 

PRODUCTION DESIGN OF: Military 
and commercial communications 
and navigation equipment. 

FIELD ENGINEERS - Supervise in- 

stallation and maintenance of radio 
and radar equipment- Factory train- 
ing will be given. 25% bonus for 
time spent overseas. Traveling and 
living expenses paid by Bendix. 
Insurance plan. 

TEST AND INSPECTION ENGINEERS 

- Practical knowledge of radio, 
radar, or TV manufacturing proc- 
esses. Good knowledge of radio 
fundamentals essential. 

TECHNICAL WRITERS - Knowledge 
of radar fundamentals or radio re- 

quired. Work closely with engineers 
to gather material for instruction 
and maintenance manuals. 

LABORATORY TECHNICIANS -Re- 
quire knowledge of radio funda- 
mentals and skill in use of meas- 

uring instruments and laboratory 
equipment. Previous industrial ex- 
perience essential, 

BASE SALARIES FOR ALL POSI- 

TIONS LISTED ABOVE ARE SUP- 

PLEMENTED BY UP TO 15% FOR 

REGULARLY SCHEDULED 44 -HOUR 

WEEK. 

Housing is no problem in Baltimore. 

Excellent group insurance and 
family hospitalization plan. 

Attractive retirement plan for pro- 
fessional personnel. 

Write for application: 

Engineering Personnel Supervisor 
Department C 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION of 
Bendix Aviation Corporation 

Baltimore 4, Maryland 
TOwson 2200 
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Ce- 

311 

Measurements Corporation 
MODEL 80 

STANDARD SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 
2 Mc. to 400 Mc. 

Individually Calibrated Direct- Reading Dial 

FREQUENCY ACCURACY: 0.5% 

OUTPUT VOLTAGE: 0.1 to 100.000 
microvolts. 

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 50 ohms. 

MODULATION: Amplitude modulation 
0 to 30 %. Internal modulation 400 
and 1000 cycles. Provision for exter- 
nal pulse and amplitude modulation. 

POWER SUPPLY: 117 volts, 50/60 
cycles. 70 watts. 

MEASUREMENTS 
CORPORATION 

B 00 N TON 
04) 

NFW JERSEY 

1_\ Y 1 \\ 1 :.111( t I 
Wizardry in - 
WIRE FORMS 

Small diameter wire formed 
to any shape you need! i" nllllllr- 

wwtlaj 

IMMEDIATE CAPACITY 
FOR DEFENSE 

SUB - CONTRACTS 
STRAIGHTENING & CUTTING 
Perfect straight lengths to 12 ft. 

.0015 to .125 diameter 

WIRE FORMS 
.0015 to .0811 diameter 

SMALL METAL STAMPINGS 
.0025 to .035 thickness 
.062 to 3 inches wide 

Specializing in Production of Parts 
for Electronic and Cathode Roy Tubes 

If rite for Illustrated Folder 
-.rod Rlnepri liti or Samples for Estimate 

ART WIRE & STAMPING CO. 
227 High Street Newark 2, N. J 

Annual Index Station Layouts 
(Continued trout page 25) 

TV Broadcasters, Materials for Oct. 
TV Cameras, Portable Apr. 
TV Caravan, Mobile Oct. 
"l' V E -grams Jan. -Dec. 
7' \' Field Eq iiipment \ta i ntenancc; !oho R. 

Ledbetter July 
TV Field Tests, Compatible Color Dec. 
'l'\" Industry, Ethoxylune Plastics in the 

,,a X. Dorman Sept. 
I 

\ I.amp Design Report, Blue: R. D. 
u hipp Aug. 

'l'\' \I aintenance and Safety Measures; 
tolnr. R. Ledbetter June 

T\' \Ltintenauce Practices; John R. Led- 
better \pr. 

't'V Maintenance Procedures; John B. Led- 
better Feb. 

TV, Metallized Class Components far; ll 
s.t', 

TV, e 11, Color Sequence i 

K,r h rs 
1'\' 1'1r1,, l'crspcctivc I)itorl 

rcpt. 
Color: 

Sept. 
; Ed- 

tel led t . I '.J Jin. 
'I'V fions P.- rspective Di.tnrtion in; Ed- 

Feb. 
I l'i I lites With Iron Envelopes; 

nul R. G. Pohl Nov. 
T\ l' , i h. lune in; Arllorr 1, Falconer 

Jr. Oct. 
T \' l' -, ,,tinn Rooms, Safety Precautions 

\UR. 
TV Pulse Techniques; C. J..-luditore Feb. 
TV -Radar Component Tests. Reflectnmeter 

for T. R;uulom Noise in Theatre MI) 
'r \' Receiver Noise Calculations, Expedit- 

ing: David . 4 . .Viler and E. A.. Iuct.rer :\pr. 
TV Receivers, Design Features of 3f),Inch; 

Ricardo ell un it \hay 
T\' Receiving Antenna Research, Design 

:und Production; Ralph G. Peters Feb. 
TV Recording Apr. 
TV Recording, Picture 'roue Reproduction 

in Sept. 
T\' Recording Techniques June 
TV Revenue Leaps Apr. 
TV, Silicones in; Ma ovin C. J Lommel July 
TV Station at Holm: \Ines, England, The 

45.Kw F. I). Bolt cod :). E. Todd Nov. 
T \' Stimuli,, Air Conditiouiug; W. W. Ken- 

nedy Nov. 
'l'V Sync Generator. Automatic; Calvin 

Ellis Sept. 
l' \" Tube Production, Convection Ovens in; 

\. E. Bert/ Den. ' \' University Degree. Nov. 
l' \' Video Switching; John 11. Brush July 

U 

I 'If F and V II F Station Basic Equipment 
Layouts; L. E. Anderson and W. O 
Hadloek Dec. 

t'HF RF Amplifier Design; Ralph G 
Peters July 

l'HF Symposium, Report on the First 
IRE; Bert Ely Oct. 

I'IlF Transmission -Line Problems; Bert 
lf. Ely Nov. 

I ' Il F' Tuner Designs Apr. 
! *It rahigh Instrumentation; Ralph G 

Peters Nov. 
t'Itrahighs, High Power at Mar. 
Ultrahigh Proposal, The Apr. 
l'II rahigh Potentialities W ' Rave 

Natices Sept. 
Ultrahigh Receiving Antennas; Bert .1f 

Ely Dec. 
Ultrahigh Transmitter and Receiver Design 

and Application; Ralph G. Peters Oct. 
t 'It rahieh. Win 4:0 -Mc Band July 
Unitized Construction, Mechanized Produc- 

tion and: Ralph G. Peters Apr. 
University Degrees, TV Nov. 

r 
\'HF Sudinn Itasic Ennipnnnt Layouts. 

UHF and; L. E. Anderson and H'. O 
If adloek Dec. 

'. II FI t'HF Insulation Production and Ap- 
plication Techniques; Ralph G. Peters. .Mar. 

Video Amplifiers, Highlight Controls in; 
Ralph II. Cook Aug. 

\'ideo Relay Switching; C. R. Monro Jan. 
Video Relay Switching; C. R. Menro Feb. 
Video System.. The Gray Neale in M-iv 
Video Say itching, T\; JnJu. M. Rrrr.du. Julyy 

w 
\\ay. Tons of Canadian Al 

r 
an....1)ec. 

Yoke, The Cosine Deflection; John Pell... June 
Fauta. Chester H'.; A Proposed Numbered 

Frequency Band Sttbdivis flan \tir 

(Continued from page 9) 

for tint InI -,r11 In handle both 
m lttrk and fili) programs. Howeeer, 
Iluall stations Will prefer In use two 
operators. and two are easily accom- 
modated with the proposed arrange- 
ments. 

.4pplic Flexibility 

"fhe console or any ..teuton of it may 
he listed for \arllllls purpose- at loca- 

tions reunite fr the transmitter. For 
example. the preview. monitor and audio 
console could I e used in a studio ('un- 
lrol room or remote position along with 
the other video equipment. 

Similarly. the remote control section 
could he used in a studi,I t,nllrol room 
or plaster control. 

Some applications of the switching 
console are: Small station operation 

I no studio I with all equipment at 
transmitter site: larger station opera- 
tion with the console and filet equip- 
ment at the transmitter location or mas- 
ter control for off-hour use Tchen the 
studios are in rehearsal or slut down: 
large station operation. except that the 
transmitter is remote from the studios. 
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BIRTCHER TUBE CLAMP 
FOR MINIATURE TUBES 

POSITIVE PROTECTION 

AGAINST LATERAL AND 

VERTICAL SHOCK! 

The New Birtcher Type 2 
Tube Clamp holds miniature 
tubes in their sockets under 
the most demanding conditions 
of vibration, impact and cli- 
mate. Made of stainless steel 
and weighing less than 
ounce, this New clamp for 
miniature tubes is easy to ap- 
ply, sure in effect. The base 
is keyed to the chassis by a 
single machine screw or rivet 

. saving time in assembly 
and preventing rotation. There 
are no separate parts to drop 
or lose during assembly or 

during u'.. tcher Tube Clamp Type 2 is all one piece and 
requires no welding, brazing or soldering at any point. 

If you use miniature tubes, protect them against lateral and 
vertical shock with the Birtcher Tube Clamp (Type 2). 
Write for sample and literature! 

Builder of millions of stainless steel locking 
Type Tube Clamps for hundreds of electronic manufacturers. 

?xce BIRTCHER emtioaatt:4a 
3002 HUNIING10N DRIVE LOS ANGELES 32 

'I'll t: CRITICAL SHoRTM.F. lit engineers. 
with which we are now faced and 
whirl may become more acute during 
the next few years. has prompted many 
to make every effort to alleviate the 
situation. In one such program. an- 
nounced by G. E.. a rotating- assign - 
ment training plan has been introduced. 
Engineers will be assigned to tube 
plants in various cities, and oriented in 
not only manufacturing techniques, but 
management and research. This ap- 
proach appears to follow the patterns 
outlined by several of the industry's 
leading industrialists and educators. 
who have pointed out that industry must 
strive to see that the best possible use 
is made of the supply of engi- 
neers now available.... Electro- Physics 
Co.. Box 136, G. P. O., New York City. 
has announced the formation of an in- 
strument- optics division. which is now 
accepting orders for the manufacture 
of lenses of any curvature in diameters 
from 3 to 75mm (0.1" to 3 "), and U. S. 
Government specifications case -hard- 
ened lenses, prisms, filters, optical flats. 
and laminated combinations of any of 
these Voice of America has an- 
nounced a need (New York City and 

t4IS IS IT! THE RELAY 
WITH %il teze. 4 yp9l;a de eat 

FOR A WIDE RANGE OF RADIO APPLICATIONS 

GUARDIAN Series 200 
Interchangeable 

COIL and 
CONTACT 

Switch Assembly 
Two basic parts -a coil assembly 
and a contact switch assembly - 
comprise this simple, yet versatile 
relay. The coil assembly consists of the coil and field piece. The contact 
assembly consists of switch blades, armature, return spring and mounting 
bracket. The new Guardian Midget Contact Assembly which is inter- 
changeable with the Standard Series 200 coil assembly, is also available 
in either single pole, double throw; or double pole, double throw. 

CONTACT SWITCH ASSEMBLIES 
Cat. No. Type Combination 
200 -1 Standard Single Pole Double Throw 
200 -2 Standard Double Pole Double Throw 
200 -3 Contact Switch 

Parts Kit 
200-4 Standard Double Pole Double Throw 
200 -MI Midget Single Pole Double Throw 
200 -M2 Midget Double Pole Double Throw 
200 -M3 Midget Contact Switch 

Parts Kit 
13 COIL ASSEMBLIES 

A.C. COILS D.C. COILS 
Cat. No. Volts Cat. No. Volts 
200 -6A 6 A.C. 200 -60 6 D.C. 
200 -12A 12 A.C. 200 -120 12 D.C. 
200 -24A 24 A.C. 200 -24D 24 D.C. 
200 -115A 115 A.C. 200 -32D 32 D.C. 

200 -110D 110 D.C. 
200 -50000 

All A.C. coils available in 25 and 60 cycles 

GUARDIAN ELECTRIC 
lbis -P w. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS 

CCRLIE1 LIRE NE RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN INRNsIR, 

nr 

Briefly Speaking . . . 

Inrra> I for experienced electronic 
engineers and technicians. Applica- 
lions (standard form 57) should be 
sent to: U. S. Department of State, Per- 
sonnel Branch. 1790 Broadway, 16th 
Floor, New York 19, N. Y.... The 
Cincinnati section of the IRE has an- 
nounced that its Spring technical con- 
ference will be held at Cincinnati on 
April 19 'S2 . The radio chain 
Emissoras Unidas in Brazil has recently 
purchased three complete TV stations 
and a microwave link, valued at $2.100: 
000. from International G. E. Two of 
the TV stations will be installed at Sao 
Paulo, and one at Rio de Janeiro. This 
will make a total of three stations at 
Sao Paulo and two at Rio.... A pre - 
doctoral fellowship in EE, providing an 
annual grant of $2,700, has been estab- 
lished by RCA in the college of engi- 
neering at NYU. The award will be 
known as the David Sarno§ Fellowship 

\ York f nirersity A fifteen - 
L ,I, course at the University of New 
Hampshire. entitled Quality Control by 
Statistical Methods. has been under- 
taken by a group of Clarostat engineers 
and production men headed by William 
\filcher. Sessions are directed by Pro- 
fessor William Keckline of the univer- 
sity's college of technology.... John 
D. Ryder. professor and head of the EE 
department of the University of Illinois, 
and Ernst Weber. professor and head 
of the EE department of the Polytech- 
nic Institute of Brooklyn. have been 
elected IRE directors for '52 -'54. Re- 
gional directors elected for '52 -'53 
were: Region 1. Glenn H. Browning. 
president of Browning Labs; region 3, 
Irving G. Wolff, director of the RCA 
radio tube research lab; region 5, Alois 
W. Graf, patent lawyer, Chicago, Ill.; 
region 7. Karl Spangenburg. professor 
of EE. Stanford University. . . . The 
Annual Industrial Relations Award was 
awarded to IRC recently for the devel- 
opment and maintenance of effective 
employee- employer relations.... The 
California business of Andrew Corp. 
will now be handled by Andrew Cali- 
fornia Corp.. Simi. Calif. 

TeleVision Engineering, December, 1951 31 
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TELEPHONE TYPE RELAYS 

RELAYS 
This list represents only a small part of more than a 
million relays in our stock -one of the world's largest. 
All relays are standard, brand new in original packing, 
and fully guaranteed by Relay Sales. 
Send us your relay requirements. If the items are in 
stock we can make immediate delivery at substantial 
savings in cost to you. 

STK. NO. 

SHORT TELEPHONE 
VOLTAGE OHMAGE 

RELAYS 
CONTACTS UNIT PRICE 

R -635 12 VDC 100 1C81B $1.35 
R -308 12 VDC 100 2C (n 1 Amps 1.85 
R -826 
R-826 

12 VDC 
12 VDC 

100 
150 

IC 
2C. IB 

2.00 
1.55 

R-770 
R-368 

24 VDC 
8 12 VDC 

150 
200 

IA 10 Amps 
IB 

1.45 
1.40 

R -771 24 VDC 200 lA, 10 Amps 1.45 
R -603 18, 24 VDC 400 2A 1.55 
R -575 24 VDC 500 2C 2.40 
R -764 48 VDC 1000 IC82A 2.00 
R -417 5.5 ma 5800 2C 2.50 

R R-563 60 120 VDC 7500 IA 2 310 
R -563 5 8 VAC 60 Cy 2A 2.50 
R -203 118 VAC NONE NONE 1.45 
R-589 12 VAC 125 1.30 

R -113 12 VDC 150 4A 1.55 
R.689 12, 24 VDC 255 IC 1.55 
R.799 24 VDC 500 NONE 1.00 
R.115 24 VDC 500 IC 1.70 
R -110 24 32 VDC 3500 IC 2/3.45 
R -121 150 VDC 5000 2A81C 2.05 
R -122 150 VDC 5000 2C Octal Base 2.50 
R -634 150 250 VDC 6000 IAMB 2.45 
R -369 8, 12 VDC 150 2A, 28 1.60 
R -908 6 VDC 15 4A 6' 4 Amps 1.50 
R -800 12 VDC 150 2C&IA 1.55 
R -537 12;24 VDC ISO 2C8113 2.00 
R.750 24 VDC 400 IA 1.60 
R -367 10.16 VDC 195 2C 2.50 
R -335 20 30 VDC 700 2A, IC 2.00 
R -366 30 120 VDC 4850 IC 7.50 

STANDARD TELEPHONE RELAYS 
STK. NO. VOLTAGE OHMAGE CONTACTS UNIT PRICE 

R-806 
R-161 
R-873 
R-305 
R-360 
R-484 
R-337 
R-101 

R-868 
R-365 
R-518 
R-918 
R-852 
R-341 
R-633 
R-344 
R-332 

R-664 
R-667 
R632 
R-154 
R-517 
R-116 
R631 

R -545 
R -545 
R -511 
R -160 
R -851 
R.I55 
R.525 
R.520 

R.159 
R.158 
R -381 
R -382 
R.153 
R.304 
R.383 
R -385 
R -384 
R -576 
R.316 

115 VAC 
6 VDC 
6 VDC 

12 VDC 
24 VDC 
24 VDC 

24 48 VDC 
24 VDC 

900 
10 

12 
50 
200 
200 
1200 
1300 

lA 
2B81A 
3C-3A MICALEX 
2A Split Cerm. 
IC 
2A, IC 
IA. 2B Split 
2A 

$2.05 
1.10 
3.00 
1.35 
1.50 
1.35 
2.65 
2.50 

30.162 VDC 3300 IC 1.90 
52 162 VDC 3300 4C 3.95 
85 125 VDC 6500 IC 3.60 
52 228 VDC 6500 IC 3.60 
52 228 VDC 6500 IC, IA 3.00 
75 228 VDC 6500 4C G, 4 Amps 3.65 

180 350 VDC 10,000 1C (n 5 Amps 2.90 
72,300 VDC 11.300 3A. IB 2.45 

100,350 VDC 40.000 2A 3.50 

110 VAC 2B&IA OCT.SOCKET 2.45 
6 VDC .75 1B IOAMP. IA 3AMP. 1.45 
6 VDC 12 5A81C 3.25 

6 12 VDC 200 IA 1.50 
12 VDC 250 2A 1.50 
85 VDC 3000 18 3.05 

100 125 VDC 3300 2A 1.90 

110 250 VDC 7000 IC 2.40 
300 VDC 70,000 IC 1.55 

24 VDC 200 W MICRO N.O. 3.05 
6 VDC 12 3C83A 3.00 

52,228 VDC 6500 IC, IA 3.00 
6 VDC 40 4A848 1.35 

12 VDC 100 2C 3.45 
200900 VDC 14.000 2C 3.45 

6 VDC 50 2A 1.35 
6 VDC 50 4A Cerm. 1.85 

6 8 VDC 100 IA Split 2.53 
6!12 VDC 200 18 Split 2.50 

12 VDC 200 IC &IA 1.55 
12 VDC 200 4A Split Cerm. 2.50 

6 12 VDC 500 IA Split 2.50 
6 12 VDC 500 IB Split 2.50 
6 12 VDC 500 3A Split 3.00 

I? VDC 200 2A 2.50 
71 VDC 200 IC 1 50 

OTHER RELAY TYPES IN STOCK 

Keying Relays Voltage Regulators 
Rotary Relays Differential Relays 
Contactors Sealed Relays 
Midget Relays Special Relays 

Manufacturers and Distributors: 
Write for the new Relay Sales Catalog. 

Telephone 

SEeley 8 -4146 

833 W. CHICAGO AVE., DEPT. R -5, CHICAGO 22, ILL. 

._ Tels% i. Engineering. December. 1 95 1 
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You won't find today's most widely used 

military capacitors listed in JAN! 

Joint Army and Navy compo- 
nent specifications were never 
meant to limit engineering pro- 
gress -and, with Sprague, they 
most certainly haven't! ... Sprague subminiature capacitors 
have pioneered size and weight reduc- 
tions plus high- temperature operation 
that would have been impossible with 
conventional capacitors. You'll not find 
these unique, hermetically -sealed capac- 
itors listed in the current issue of Joint 
Army -Navy specification JAN -C -25. In 
every case, however, they have been fully 
approved for use. The reason is simple: 
In effect, Sprague subminiature capaci- 
tors are super -JAN types. They greatly 
exceed the already high minimum quality 
limits established by JAN specifications. 

As the long -time leader in 
capacitor development, Sprague 
clearly recognizes that its en- 

-- -s ^r gineering obligation extends far 
beyond conventional stand - 

dards-so markedly so that much of to- 
day's tremendous production of Sprague 
components for military use is based on 
types for which no JAN specifications yet 
exist! 

Thus, to equipment manufacturers 
faced with the problems of reducing size 
and weight or of paving the way to higher 
temperature operation, Sprague offers 
help along many lines -from the sub- 
miniature capacitors shown here to Vita- 
min Q photo -flash capacitors to Ceroc* 
250 °C. ceramic -Teflon insulated magnet 
wire and many others. 

ening new horizons 
to 

.. op 

critical equipment 
design 

miniaturization sobs with these capac- 

itors 

con do impossible! hitherto imp 
ns for either 

85°C. 

itors that were 
in designs 

lively rated volto9e ratings from 
Conserva with hermeti- 

or 125 °C operotton and subminiature 

100 to 1000 volts, Sprague are available 
in 

paper cop JAN types. 

physical 

P smaller than 
a 

of 
Physical sizes materially 

simplified 
by 

really simP Sprague. 

Rigid mounting 
e greatly 

pioneered 
by 

1ue. 

new mounting designs ation write for Bulletin 2 

For complete 
inform 

.;;U ode m k 

SPRAGUE 
PIONEERAMLECTRIC A PMENT 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS 
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NOW, (h 
Du Mont Teletrons are 

uaranteed for L months 

from date 

of installation 

Now Du Mont assures you of six 
months' protection from the day 
your receiver is installed in the 
customer's home, and insures still 
greater customer -confidence for 
your brand name. Du Mont offers 
the best guarantee protection today. 

Complete Information on Request. 

oUM 0 NT 

CATHODE -RAY TUBE DIVISION ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., CLIFTON, N. J. Tr.eem.rk 
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